


 

ABSTRACT 

Feasibility of On-line Proton Beam Range Verification with Positron 
Emission Tomography Imaging 

by 

Kai Lou 

Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging has been adopted clinically 

to verify proton beam range (BR) in proton therapy. Conventional approaches 

use off-line verification that verifies BR after delivery of full dose of a treatment 

fraction. This verification can be used to check the accuracy of current therapy 

retrospectively, but its effect suffers from potential target deviation between 

treatment fractions. In contrast, on-line verification can verify BR using a low 

dose proton beam and a short data acquisition time prior to administration of a 

treatment fraction. It could provide adequate information to verify or even revise 

the beam delivery for improving therapy targeting within a single treatment 

fraction. Nevertheless, a practical on-line verification has many unknowns and 

technical challenges. This thesis studies the feasibility of on-line BR verification 

with PET imaging from three aspects. 

First, it investigates the impact of count statistics on the accuracy and 

precision of BR verification. In general, on-line verification is hampered by low 

count statistics that degrade PET images and subsequently the accuracy and 

precision of BR verification. We used Monte Carlo simulation to understand the 

quantitative relationship between count statistics and the accuracy and precision 



 

of BR verification under various proton irradiation and PET imaging conditions. A 

mathematical model was also developed to study the impact of Poisson noise 

associated with PET images on BR verification. 

Second, it evaluates the effectiveness of existing algorithms and develops 

new approaches for improving the accuracy and precision of on-line BR 

verification. Important factors were identified, effective and efficient approaches 

were developed. By optimizing and applying these factors and approaches, it is 

feasible to substantially improve the accuracy and precision of on-line BR 

verification with the same proton dose and negligible extra processing time. 

Lastly, it investigates the feasibility of achieving on-line BR verification for 

proton brain therapy with Monte Carlo simulation, and proposes a new PET 

system configuration for on-line verification. It demonstrates that by using proper 

data correction and advanced algorithms, it is feasible to achieve 1-mm accuracy 

and precision of on-line BR verification with low proton dose and short data 

acquisition under different proton irradiation conditions. 
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Proton therapy is an advantageous cancer treatment modality for deep-

seated tumors [1-11], utilizing proton beams to irradiate patients and kill tumor 

tissues. Proton beam has a finite range in tissue and deposits most of its energy 

at the end of its range (in the portion called the Bragg peak). Thus, proton 

therapy can be directed mainly to tumor tissue, while sparing healthy surrounding 

tissue. Compared with conventional radiotherapy (e.g. photon therapy), proton 

therapy has better dose conformation [12] and higher biological effect [13]. 

Consequently, it is increasing in popularity as a replacement for photon therapy 

in the treatment of deep-seated tumors that are located in the vicinity of critical 

organs or other organs that are sensitive to radiation damage. It has also been 

recommended for pediatric patients who might suffer long-term from radiation 

damage [11, 14]. 
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One caveat in proton therapy is proton beam range uncertainty [15, 16], 

which can result from patient positioning, anatomical changes, and errors in the 

semi- -ray images. It can have a large 

impact on the dose distribution in proton therapy resulting in the Bragg peak 

being positioned improperly on healthy tissues. To address range uncertainty, 

proton therapy practitioners usually add a margin in the range uncertainty 

direction, but this practice is not ideal. A better method would be to verify the 

particular proton beam administered to a patient. Among a number of feasible 

monitoring methods, positron emission tomography (PET) imaging stands out. It 

is the only method that has been clinically implemented to monitor a single 

treatment fraction shortly after administration of proton therapy, utilizing 

measurements of proton-induced positron activity within the proton beam path 

[17, 18]. Advanced PET systems can achieve sub-millimeter verification accuracy 

of the proton beam range [19].  

This chapter provides an introduction to proton beam range verification 

using PET imaging. It starts with a brief background of proton therapy, proton 

beam range uncertainty, and proposed methods to verify beam range. It 

continues with a detailed discussion of the use of PET imaging to verify the 

-

which forms the topic of this dissertation. 
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1.1. Proton therapy 

Cancer is one of major life-threatening diseases in the United States and 

around the world [20]. As a cancer treatment method, radiotherapy attracts 

particular interests, because it is non-invasive and has a dose-localization 

property. Radiotherapy utilizes radiation to damage DNA within a cell which 

prevents the cell from reproducing and can even cause cell death. Most 

elementary particles can be used as a radiation source, including photons, 

electrons, neutrons, protons and heavier ions.  

Among these particles, the photon has the longest history in medical 

application, dating back to 1895 when the first X-ray image was acquired. Over 

its long history of application in radiotherapy, efforts have been made to improve 

its dose conformation, i.e., reducing the radiation dose to healthy tissues, while 

maintaining or even increasing the dosage to the tumor. One earlier approach 

was to replace traditional radiation sources (including X-ray tubes and radioactive 

isotopes) with high-energy linear accelerators to increase the conformity of the 

dose applied to the tumor. Recently, a new technology, intensity modulated 

radiotherapy (IMRT) [21], has been developed, in which several spatially non-

uniform beams are delivered to patients conforming dose distribution to the 

shape of a tumor. Despite these innovations, photon therapy is still limited by 

and radiobiological property that it deposits more energy on its 

entrance into biological tissues (Fig. 1.1.b). Thus, this property restricts the 

physical selectivity of high precision irradiation of deep tumors that lie in close 

proximity to critical organs.  
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Figure 1.1: Formation of spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP) and its comparison 

with a photon beam. (a) A SOBP consists of several pristine proton beams. 

(b) Compared with a photon beam, a SOBP is closer to an ideal dose 

distribution. Adapted from Smith [22]. 

1.1.1. Advantages of proton therapy 

Whereas, a photon beam has an exponentially decreasing dose 

distribution after a short build-up, the proton beam has a distribution that 

increases towards a maximum near the end of its range. This energy distribution 

can be described by Bethe-Bloch equation [23, 24]. Mathematically, the rate of 

energy loss per unit length of a proton with velocity v can be formulated as: 

 

where e are electron 

charge and rest mass, c is the speed of light, n is electron density,  , I is the 

mean excitation potential, and  is the vacuum permittivity. Simply speaking, as 

a proton slows down in tissues it has interactions with more electrons, and these 
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interactions reach a maximum at the end of beam range (Bragg peak). By 

superimposing several pristine proton beams with different proton energies (and 

hence different proton beam ranges), a Spread-Out Bragg Peak (SOBP) (Fig. 

1.1.a) can be shaped to precisely match a tumor tissue. Compared with photon 

therapy, proton therapy delivers less dose to healthy tissues surrounding the 

tumor, especially those beyond the beam range. This dose distribution is highly 

preferred for treating tumors located close to critical organs, such as spinal cord, 

eye, and brain, where a small dose can cause very serious consequences. 

To validate the advantage of proton therapy over photon therapy, a series 

of studies have been conducted. One study [25] showed that proton therapy had 

significantly lower doses to spinal cord, heart, and esophagus than photon 

therapy, even with IMRT when treating lung cancers. Similar result was repeated 

in treating oropharyngeal cancer [7], where an overdose generally results in 

considerable acute and late side effects. Intensity modulated proton therapy 

improved the sparing of organs at risk, while keeping similar target coverage 

compared with IMRT [7]. Furthermore, pediatric patients can benefit substantially 

from proton therapy, because proton therapy reduces the integral dose. 

Compared with photon therapy, proton therapy achieved superior dose 

distributions with substantial normal tissue sparing when treating children with 

central nervous systems tumors [6], as shown in Fig. 1.2. A longitudinal study 

showed that pediatric patients that received proton therapy had better cognitive 

performance than those with photon therapy [11]. In short, proton therapy can 
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avoid high risk of long-term side effects from conventional radiotherapy, which is 

the most important benefit for pediatric patients. 

Figure 1.2: A comparison of photon therapy (IMRT) and proton therapy on a 

pediatric patient. Proton therapy acheives considerable normal tissue 

sparing with more homogenous target dose delivery than photon therapy. 

Adapted from McDonald et al. [6]. 

It is evident from this comparison that even with the rapid development in 

photon therapy, such as IMRT, proton therapy is still able to achieve higher dose 

conformity, better normal tissue sparing, and significantly lower integral dose 

levels than proton therapy. Nowadays, proton therapy has been used to treat 

tumors at various sites, including head and neck tumors [26], paranasal sinus 

tumors [27], ocular tumors [28], chordoma [29], chondarosarcoma [30], 

meningioma [31], prostate tumors[32], lung tumors [33]. It has also been applied 

in the treatment of uveal melanomas [34], sarcomas of the base of skull [35], and 

sarcomas of the paravertebral region [36], large arterial venous malformations 

[37], as well as intracranial lesions [38]. According to the data available from the 
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Particle Therapy Co-Operative Group [39], 118, 195 patients have been treated 

by proton therapy worldwide from 1954 to 2014, including 12, 452 in 2014.  

Figure 1.3: Benefits of proton therapy and the impact of beam range 

uncertainty. Compared with photon therapy, proton therapy has better 

dose conformation, but is more sensitive to beam range uncertainty. 

Adapted from Knopf et al. [40]. 

1.1.2. Proton beam range uncertainty  

In proton therapy, proton beam is accelerated to a high energy by a 

cyclotron or synchrotron, then reduced to a desired energy by employing a 

collimator, before being delivered to the patient. Upon entering the patient, the 
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proton beam loses energy according to the proton stopping power of the medium 

in which it travels, which ultimately determines the proton beam range in the 

patient. To calculate beam range, a therapy plan should have the 3D distribution 

of proton stopping power of a patient beforehand, but it is not practical in clinical 

omography (CT) images, or the Hounsfield unit 

(HU) using a facility-specific conversion scheme. This conversion has been 

shown to contain a 2% uncertainty [41], which leads to 3.5% proton range 

uncertainty (in the order of several millimeters), together with CT calibration 

difference, CT resolution, biological effects as well as proton energy variation. 

shown in Fig. 1.3, because proton therapy relies on the use of complicated dose 

distribution. It results in that tumor tissue receives fewer doses than planned, 

while health tissues receive excessive dose, which may cause secondary 

cancers. Therefore, as a compensation for the beam range uncertainty, proton 

therapy practitioner usually introduce a margin between the clinical target volume 

and planning target volume to protect critical organs [5]. The downside of this 

approach is that part of tumor tissue receives inadequate dose. 
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Figure 1.4: Three schemes of Housfield number to relative mass density 

conversion. The lower right corner shows a enlargement of the region (-50, 

250), which covers most biological tissues.  In this region, different 

schemes have a difference as large as 4.7%. Adapted from Jiang et al. [42].

Since beam range uncertainty is mainly due to errors in the conversion 

scheme, one way to reduce beam range uncertainty, is to directly measure the 

proton stopping power of a patie

[43, 44]. In this method, a proton beam is accelerated 

to very high energy (~300 MeV) and delivered to a patient. The beam passes 

through the patient, and its residue is detected and analyzed to reconstruct a 3D 

principle [45, 46]. With this 3D map, the beam range can be easily calculated. 
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Therefore, proton CT has the potential to reduce beam range uncertainty, as 

demonstrated by preclinical studies [44, 47]

clinical practice. The main obstacle is the high cost of building hardware to 

accelerate a proton beam to a sufficiently high energy that it can pass through 

the human body.  

1.1.3. Proton beam range verification 

As mentioned above, beam range uncertainty is difficult to avoid in a 

proton therapy plan, and subsequently causes error in dose distribution. Besides 

using proton CT to help reduce beam range uncertainty in therapy planning, 

other approaches have been use

during, or after proton therapy by measuring proton-induced secondary particles 

or tissue changes. This kind of verification helps adaptively modify the current 

treatment, or future treatments.  

One such approach is prompt gamma ray imaging [48-50]. During proton 

irradiation, high-energy proton excites nuclei along its path via inelastic collision, 

and these nuclei emit prompt gamma rays when they de-excite. Measuring the 

distribution of these prompt gamma rays enables real-time beam range 

verification. Moreover, the energy spectrum of these prompt gamma rays reflects 

tissue composition, which provides a way to measure tissue composition and 

verify proton stopping power. Preclinical studies have showed that the resolution 

of beam range verification can reach several millimeters [48, 49] . Despite its 

great potential, its clinical application has not succeeded so far, mainly because 
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of the difficulty of developing suitable gamma ray detectors at an acceptable 

cost. 

Another method is magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) by imaging tissue 

changes caused by ionizing radiation. Gensheimer et al. [51] showed MRI can 

reach 1.9 mm accuracy by detecting fatty conversion in vertebral bone marrow 

caused by proton irradiation. Yuan et al. [52] showed the accuracy can reach 2 

mm in liver tumor treatment. Its clinical applications, however, are inevitably 

retrospective, because these tissue changes develop over a long period (from 

current treatment plan.  

Another newly emerging method is ionoacoustics [53, 54], a technique 

that is similar to photonacoustic imaging, wherein photons absorbed by tissues 

cause localized thermal expansion and generate acoustic waves. A pulsed 

proton beam with narrow duration (~10 ns) and pulse separation (~10 ms) can 

also generate local heat and acoustic waves in patients. This method enables a 

simple, real-time, and direct beam range verification with sub-millimeter accuracy 

[53]. Currently, this method is still premature and further studies are required to 

explore the feasibility of clinical applications.  
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Figure 1.5: The depth distribution of dose and positron acitivity within a 

biologoical phantom irradiated by a 90-MeV proton beam. The proton beam 

range is a few millimeters deeper than the positron activity range, because 

proton beam travels further after it induces the last positron-emitting 

isotope. 

1.2. Proton beam verification with PET imaging 

Besides the methods mentioned above, positron emission tomography 

(PET) imaging has also been proposed to verify proton beam range by 

measuring proton-induced positron activity [18, 19, 55-66]. It is the only method 

that has been clinically implemented at many proton therapy centers. 
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Figure 1.6: Nuclear cross sections of the two main reaction channels in 

biological tissues. Adapted from Parodi et al. [59]. 

1.2.1. Positron activity generation 

When traveling in tissues, besides Coulomb interactions with electrons 

and nuclei, a proton may also interact with nuclei through nuclear interaction, 

wherein a nucleus absorbs a proton and ejects a neutron. Some of the resulting 

nuclei are positron-emitting isotopes, which emit a positron when they decay.  

The probability of such a nuclear reaction channel is described by its 

nuclear cross section. These nuclear cross section data can be found in popular 

databases or derived theoretically. Figure 1.6 plots the nuclear cross sections of 

two common nuclear reaction channels in biological tissues, including 12C(p, 
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pn)11C and 16O(p, pn)15O. The reason for the zero value at the beginning of the 

curves is that proton needs to overcome the Coulomb barrier to enter the 

nucleus, which depends on the atomic number of a nucleus. For most nuclei in 

biological tissues, the value is around 20 MeV. 

 

Figure 1.7: Monte Carlo simulated dose and main positron-emitting 

neuroectodermal tumor. Adapted from Parodi et al. [61]. 

Using these cross section data, the distribution of a specific positron-

emitting isotope (i) can be derived according to the following equation, 
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where x, y, z are the position coordinates inside tissues; E is proton energy; 

y, z, E) is the proton fluence at position (x, y, z) and energy E; and i(E) is the 

overall cross section of isotope (i) at energy E. Figure 1.7 shows an example of 

Monte Carlo simulated positron-

equation. 

1.2.2. PET data acquisition 

A positron-emitting isotope undergoes positron emission decay according 

to its half-life time. When it decays, a proton in its nucleus is converted into a 

neutron, a positron and an electron neutrino. The emitted positron is slowed 

down by Coulomb force from electrons in the environment, until it almost stops 

and annihilates with an electron, namely, positron-electron annihilation. The 

process generates two photons. According to the conservation of momentum and 

-energy equation, these two photons travel back-to-back and each 

photon has an energy of 511-KeV. 

A PET scanner surrounding these positron-emitting isotopes can detect 

such two photons within several nanoseconds, and generate a coincidence 

event. The line connecting the two location of photon detection is called line-of-

response (LOR), indicating the corresponding annihilation happens along the 

line. As data acquisition continues, more positron decays happen, and more 

coincidence events are acquired. These acquired coincidence events are either 

sorted into a histogram (or sinogram) by their corresponding LOR, or stored in 

sequence according their acquisition time, known as list-mode format. The 
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number of coincidence events along a specific LOR is approximately proportional 

to a line integration of positron activity along the LOR. Therefore, a sinogram can 

be modeled as a Radon transform of the positron activity distribution. 

 

Figure 1.8: Three types of coincidence events. Scatter coincidence 

contains one or both photons that  have undergone scattering. Random 

coincidence contains photons from two different positron-electron 

annihilations. Both are nonvalid coincidences. They add a relatively 

uniform background to positron activity distribution that reduces contrast. 

Adapted from Cherry et al. [67]. 

1.2.3. Image reconstruction 

With the acquired coincidence events, image reconstruction algorithms 

can generate positron activity distribution. In general, it is an inverse problem that 

retrospectively estimates an object from a series of observations of the object. In 

early days, image reconstruction in PET was performed analytically using the 

filtered back-projection (FBP) algorithm, which models the sinogram data as a 

Radon transform of the positron activity. Because of its simplicity and linear 

property, the analytical algorithm has long been established as a standard 
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approach in clinical practice, but its accuracy is limited by the simply line-integral 

model of Radon transform, without modeling the photon detection process.   

To improve the accuracy of image reconstruction, statistical algorithms are 

developed by framing image reconstruction closer to reality. It utilizes system 

matrix to map positron activity distribution to coincidence events in a general way 

that can incorporate photon transportation, attenuation, and scatter in patients 

and PET scanners. It also takes noise into consideration by modeling it as 

Poisson distribution. In statistical algorithms, the image reconstruction is modeled 

mathematically as 

                                           

where  is sinogram (or coincidence events),  is system matrix,  is positron 

activity distribution, and  is Poisson noise. System matrix can incorporate a 

number of physical processes, such as photon scattering, attenuation, and 

depth-of-interaction, accordingly.  
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Figure 1.9: Reconstructed images of a standard phantom, using FBP (a) 

and statistical algorithm (b). Apparently, statistical method generates less 

noisy image than FBP does. Adapted from Wieczorek [68]. 

Solving the equation is a non-trivial problem, because the equation usually 

contains a large system matrix (~1000,000×1000,000), which makes the solution 

impractical to compute analytically. Thus, statistical algorithms formulate it as an 

optimization problem by introducing a cost function, and solve it by iteratively 

reducing the cost function. The most popular choice of the cost function is the 

maximum-likelihood (ML) criterion. It aims to select a solution consistent with the 

acquired data with the greatest likelihood using a Poisson distribution model. 

Since the acquired data are noisy, the reconstructed image tends to be noisy as 

well if the criterion is strictly enforced. Therefore, in practice the ML optimization 

process usually terminates early before it converges. To further suppress noise, 

a Gaussian smoothing filter can be applied during or after the optimization 

process.  
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Overall, the statistical algorithm generates an image of better quality than 

the image generated by the analytical algorithm, albeit with a greater number of 

calculations. In the application of proton therapy, proton-induced positron activity 

is low, which limits the number of acquired coincidence events to around 1-10% 

of that in a typical diagnosis application [64, 69]. Consequently, the statistical 

algorithm is usually preferred. 

 

Figure 1.10: An example of using positron activity measured by PET to 

verify beam range: (a) displays the simulated (top) and measured (bottom) 

proton-induced positron activity. (b) shows the corresponding activity 

depth profiles with the planed dose profile. The difference between the 

simulated and measured profiles indicates beam range uncertainty in 

therapy plan. Adapted from Frey et al. [70]. 
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1.2.4. Mechanism of PET verification 

As mentioned above, the energy threshold of nuclear reaction that 

generates positron-emitting isotope is around 20 MeV. This means that the 

proton beam travels further after generating its last positron-emitting isotope. 

Thus, the positron activity range (AR) does not coincide with the proton beam 

range (BR). A general approach to verifying BR using AR is to simulate the 

activity range from the therapy plan, and compare the simulated and measured 

AR. The difference between these two ARs reflects the beam range uncertainty 

in the therapy plan, as shown in Fig. 1.10. 

1.2.5. Development of PET verification 

The first application of using PET to verify proton beam range (BR) was 

done by Bennett et al. in 1978 [71]. It showed PET imaging clearly resolved the 

range of a 200-MeV proton beam. Similar to the first application, early research 

efforts were focused on the feasibility of using PET imaging to verify BR. The 

study by Oelfke et al. showed the feasibility of using commercial PET system to 

verify BRs of beams with various energies and doses [72]. Litzenberg et al. 

showed a customized PET system can visualize BR, and was shown to be in 

good agreement with a commercial PET system [58].   
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Figure 1.11: Positron activity measured by in-beam (a) and off-room PET 

(b). In-beam PET acquires positron activity from fast-decay isotopes and is 

less impacted by biological wash-out effect than off-room PET. Adapted 

from Parodi et al. [62]. 

With the feasibility of PET imaging being demonstrated, researchers 

become interested in improving the accuracy of PET verification by using 

advanced PET systems. One of them is an in-beam PET system [62]. It acquires 

positron activity during and after proton irradiation, so that it can capture signals 

from fast-decay positron emission isotopes, such as 15O, and hence have higher 

counting statistics and better verification than other PET systems, such as off-

room PET. It can also minimize biological wash-out effect, which can cause large 

error in off-room PET. Another advanced PET system being used is PET/CT [73]. 

It provides the benefit of making anatomical modifications during fractionated 

therapy, and enables accurate image registration of the measured positron 

activity distribution to the planning CT and plan-derived positron activity 

distribution. The last one is time-of-flight (TOF) PET [74, 75]. To minimize the 
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interference between the PET system and the proton beam, a partial-ring PET 

configuration is desired. It, however, results in limited angle coverage and 

incomplete sampling of coincidence data, which leads to non-isotropic image 

blurring. TOF information can be used to overcome this kind of non-isotropic 

blurring. Crespo et al. showed TOF PET can acquire high-precision PET images 

in real-time and overcome the resolution blurring from incomplete system 

configuration [75]. Surti et al. demonstrated that even a half-ring system with 

TOF can achieve accurate and precise BR verification [74]. 

1.3. Forward to this thesis 

PET imaging has been adopted to verify proton beam range (BR) in 

proton therapy in clinical settings. The current approaches, as mentioned above, 

use off-line measurements, in which BR is documented after delivery of a 

treatment fraction. This verification can be used to check the accuracy of current 

therapy retrospectively, and to improve the accuracy of following fractions. 

However, one problem inherent in these approaches is potential target deviation 

between treatment fractions, caused by improper patient positioning, as well as 

anatomic and physiological changes after administration of a treatment fraction. It 

is difficult to predict or measure precisely and thus could introduce error in 

subsequent treatment fractions. One ideal solution to this issue would be to verify 

beam range shortly before a treatment fraction. 
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Figure 1.12: A summary of on-line and off-line beam range verification 

method. While off-line method is affected by inter-fraction target deviation, 

on-line method can avoid it and enables intra-fraction therapy adjustment. 

1.3.1. On-line PET imaging and its challenges 

This thesis investigates the on-line method that acquires the BR of an 

initial small fraction of the proton beam while the patient is in the treatment 

position. In principle, it could provide more accurate BR verification without 

concern for the influence of inter-fraction target deviation. Although strictly 

speaking, PET imaging cannot provide real-time information, an on-line PET 

imaging system might provide adequate information to enable an image-guided 
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adaptive therapy system that can verify or even revise the treatment plan within a 

single treatment fraction. 

In contrast to current methods (i.e., off-line method) that acquire data over 

several minutes to half an hour during or after the delivery of a full therapeutic 

dose, on-line PET imaging would use: (a) low-dose (a few percent of each 

therapeutic dose) proton beams that have negligible therapeutic effects; and (b) 

short acquisition time before delivery of the therapeutic dose to minimize target 

deviation and increase patient throughput. These two strict requirements of the 

on-line method would lead to significantly reduced image-count statistics, 

severely degraded image quality, and potentially inaccurate BR measurement 

when current clinical PET scanners are used. Nevertheless, using a dedicated 

and high-sensitivity PET system may have the potential to overcome the 

problem, as indicated by a preliminary study by our group [19]. Although this 

preliminary study involved small irradiation and imaging volumes, it demonstrated 

that accurate on-line method can be achieved with improved PET imaging 

performance. It stimulated the studies contained in this thesis, which seek to 

explore the potential of the on-line PET imaging method for clinical applications.

1.3.2. Outline of this thesis 

This thesis aims to explore the feasibility of on-line beam range verification 

with PET imaging. It investigates the following topics: 

 Impact of count statistics on beam r

precision; 
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and precision; 

 Feasibility of on-line PET imaging method in the human head. 

The following thesis is outlined as follows. Chapter 2 addresses the 

quantitative relationship between count statistics and beam range verifi

accuracy and precision. Chapter 3 develops and optimizes different image and 

the same count statistics. Chapter 4 investigates the feasibility of on-line 

measurement of proton therapy in human head with close to clinical proton 

irradiation and PET imaging conditions. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes this thesis 

and discusses possible future studies. 
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Chapter 2

Quantitative Relationship between Count 

Statistics and Beam Range Verification

2.1. Introduction 

PET imaging has been used to measure proton beam range to improve 

the accuracy of proton therapy in many proton therapy centers. Several different 

methods, including in-beam [59], in-room [64], and off-room [73] PET imaging, 

have been investigated to develop accurate and practical BR verification. They 

are confirmed as useful tools for monitoring proton therapy to retrospectively 

verify the accuracy of delivered proton beam and to help plan the following 

treatment fractions. These methods, however, are subject to inter-fraction target 

deviations caused by patient misalignment and changes of anatomy and tissue 

density. Meanwhile, on-line method can verify BR shortly before the delivery of 

therapeutic beam, thus enables intra-fraction modification of beam delivery. 

Despite this advantage, on-line method is hampered by low count statistics which 
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results from the requirement of low-dose proton irradiation (to minimize the 

impact on therapy plan) and short PET data acquisition (to minimize the on-line 

imaging time before the treatment). Low count statistics degrades PET images 

and subsequently the accuracy and precision of BR verification, which is a 

technical challenge for achieving good performance with the on-line PET imaging 

method. 

severe for on-line measurement. Compared with other imaging modalities such 

as CT, PET image quality is inferior due to the low acquired count statistics 

during data acquisition and consequently the relatively high noise in the PET 

image. In general, the image noise (n) can be approximated as Poisson noise 

and formulated as:  

where N is the number of coincidence events used in image reconstruction. In 

BR verification with PET imaging, several studies have investigated the impact of 

coun

context of off-line measurement, where accuracy is defined as the difference 

standard deviation of the measured values. One study by Parodi et al. [76] shows 

that the accuracy and precision of BR verification are negatively correlated with 

count statistics. In contrast, another study by Surti et al. [74] shows that the 

accuracy and precision change little with count statistics. Therefore, the impact of 
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count statistics on accuracy and precision is not conclusive by these current 

studies. Moreover, in these studies: (a) high-dose proton beams are used, and 

hence might generate a higher fraction of random coincidences than that of low-

dose beams; (b) the count statistics used are still high, so that the impact of low 

count statistics needs more investigation; and (c) proton irradiation and PET 

imaging conditions are limited to few simple scenarios.  

 The goal of this study is to investigate the quantitative relationship 

between the count statistics and the accuracy and precision of BR verification 

under various proton irradiation and PET imaging conditions. We used Monte 

Carlo simulation to study the impact of various factors on the accuracy and 

precision of the on-line PET imaging measurement. Monte Carlo simulation of 

this process involves sophisticated physics models which can render an accurate 

result if sufficient count statistics are accumulated. A mathematical model was 

also developed to study the impact of Poisson noise associated with the PET 

image and BR verification. 

2.2. Materials and Methods 

2.2.1. Monte Carlo simulation and data processing 

The following simulation and data processing procedures were applied in 

this study:  

(1) Proton irradiation and proton fluence were simulated within phantoms; 
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(2) Distributions of proton-induced positron-emitting isotopes were 

calculated from proton fluence and nuclear interaction cross-sections;  

(3) Positron emission decay of these isotopes, positron-election 

annihilations, 511-KeV gamma ray emissions, detection of gamma rays, and 

acquisition of coincidence events by PET systems were simulated;  

(4) Coincidence data were processed and used to reconstruct the image 

of positron activity distribution; 

(5) Positron activity range (AR) was calculated from axial positron activity 

profile. 

Using the same set-up and parameter values, the above procedure was 

repeated with 50 times independently, to calculate the accuracy and precision of 

the simulated AR measurement. 

2.2.1.1. Proton irradiation and positron-emitting isotope 

GATE [77, 78], an open source software package based on Geant4, was 

used to simulate proton irradiation and generate proton fluence in phantoms. By 

integrating proton fluence with nuclear cross sections, the yield probability 

distributions of positron-emitting isotopes (Pi) were obtained [61]. The calculation 

was formulated as:  
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where x, y, z are the position coordinates inside tissues; E is proton energy; 

y, z, E) is the proton fluence at position (x, y, z) and energy E; and i(E) is the 

overall cross section of isotope (i) at energy E. The nuclear cross sections were 

provided by EXFOR, a popular nuclear physics database [79]. Figure 2.1 shows 

the distributions of three most abundant isotopes (11C, 13N, and 15O) in a uniform 

polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) phantom irradiated by a pencil beam with an 

energy of 179.2-MeV. 

 

Figure 2.1: Yield probability distributions of 11C, 13N, and 15O within a 

uniform PMMA phantom irradiated by a pencil beam with 179.2-MeV 

energy. 
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 In this study, we used proton beams with single pulse, so the 

concentration distribution of positron-emitting isotope (PEI) was calculated from 

the yield probability distribution by using the analytical formula [80],  

where Tb i is the decay constant of isotope (i), 

and A is the number of proton particles delivered per pulse. This formula 

assumes A is constant. 

2.2.1.2. PEI decay and PET data acquisition 

GATE was also used to simulate positron emission decay, positron-

election annihilation, 511-KeV gamma ray emission and detection, and 

coincidence event acquisition by PET systems. For photon-related simulation, we 

used physics models recommended by developers of GATE. For PET system 

simulation, unless stated elsewhere, the energy resolution was set to 15%, 

depth-of-interaction resolution 5 mm, and coincidence timing window 10 ns. The 

details of PET geometry configuration were given in following sections. 

2.2.1.3. Data acquisition, processing and image reconstruction 

Coincidence events were acquired and processed in list-mode data 

format. A total of 50 independent simulations of PET imaging and positron AR 

measurement were conducted to estimate the statistical mean and standard 

deviations of AR. For each study, 60 datasets of coincidence events were 
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acquired with different count statistics. All acquisitions began after completion of 

sec). 

Attenuation correction was applied based on the calculated attenuation 

map of phantoms. A 350-650 KeV energy window applied to reject scatter 

coincidence. Since the rate of random coincidence was low (~0.1 %), no random 

correction was applied. We used maximum likelihood expectation maximization 

(MLEM) [81] to reconstruct the images of positron activity from the datasets with 

ray-tracing algorithm [82]. Five iterations were used. The image pixel size was 

1×1×1 mm3. 

 

Figure 2.2: (a) A reconstructed image of positron activity distrubtion in a 

uniform PMMA phantom irradiated by a pencil beam with 5-mm diameter 

and 179.2-MeV energy. The blue box indicated the volume-of-interest for 

generating an axial positron acitivity profile. (b) The resulting axial profile. 

The black arrow indicated the value of activity range.  
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2.2.1.4. Definition of activity range and its accuracy and precision 

We used a cylindrical volume of interest (VOI) that was placed coaxial with 

the phantom to generate an axial activity distribution from a PET image. Positron 

activity range (AR) was defined as the depth along the phantom axis, where the 

value of activity along the axial distribution in the distal fall-off region was 50% of 

the maximum activity value [64, 83, 84]. We applied a linear interpolation with 

two data points closest to 50% of the maximum activity value to calculate AR 

(Fig. 2.2.b). Accuracy was defined as the difference between the theoretical AR 

and the mean of 50 ARs, and precision was defined as the standard deviation of 

50 ARs. 

 

Figure 2.3: Schematics of axial (a) and transaxial (b) views of a stationary 

brain PET with a brain-size uniform PMMA phantom irraidated by a pencil 

beam with 179.2-MeV energy. 
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2.2.2. An initial Monte Carlo simulation 

We simulated a pencil-beam with 179.2-MeV and 5-mm diameter 

irradiating a cylindrical PMMA phantom. The phantom had 200.0-mm diameter 

and 290.0-mm axial length. The theoretical positron AR was estimated to be 

186.9 mm. After irradiation, the phantom was imaged by a stationary brain PET 

system consisting of four detector 

300.0-mm in-panel and a 106.0-mm axial field of view (FOV), as shown in Figure 

2.3. Each detector panel consisted of 20×6 (tangential × axial) detector modules. 

The cross section size of each module was kept at 18×18 mm2. In this 

simulation, we investigated the impact of following factors on AR measurement.  

Crystal Cross-section. We calculated and compared AR values measured 

by the brain PET with different crystal cross-section areas (and thus different 

system resolutions).  The cross-sectional area of each detector module was fixed 

at 18×18 mm2, but crystals with different cross-section areas (2×2 mm2, 3×3 

mm2, and 6×6 mm2) were simulated to study the effect of system resolution on 

the AR measurement. 

Crystal Length. We also calculated and compared AR values with different 

crystal lengths (and thus different system sensitivities). Three crystal lengths (10 

mm, 20 mm, and 30 mm) were chosen to study the impact of system sensitivities 

on AR measurement. 

The Number of Proton Particles. We also studied the effect of the number 

of protons (or proton dose) on AR measurement by comparing AR values 
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measured from the brain PET with 2×2×30 mm3 crystals with different numbers 

of protons in the beam (1.0×109, 1.0×1010 and 2.0×1010), corresponding to the 

dose at the Brag peak (0.4 Gy, 4 Gy, and 8 Gy), respectively. 

2.2.3. Various proton irradiation and PET imaging conditions 

Besides the factors mentioned in the initial simulation, this study also 

investigated the impact of proton beams, phantoms, and PET systems on AR 

measurement. 

Proton beam. We studied the effect of proton energy, proton beam 

diameter, and proton irradiation location on AR measurement by comparing AR 

values measured from a default beam with the ones from other beams. The 

default beam had a 110-MeV energy, a 50-mm diameter, and irradiated at the 

center of a uniform 200×200×200 mm3 cubic PMMA phantom. We changed one 

parameter of proton energy, beam diameter, and irradiation location each time to 

create three different beam irradiations. Beam one had 160-MeV energy. Beam 

two had a 5-mm diameter. Beam three irradiated the location 50-mm away from 

 mm3 crystals from the 

initial simulation was used to acquire coincidence data. All the beams had 109 

protons. 
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Figure 2.4: Simulated phantoms. Top row shows the three phantoms with 

different axial patterns. (1) Slab phantom with PMMA (blue) and bone 

(gray). Each slice has 10-mm thickness. (2) Slab phantom with PMMA and 

bone. Each slice has 5-mm thickness. (3) Slab phantom with bone (20-mm 

slice), soft tissue (50-mm slice), air (30-mm slice), and lung tissue. Bottom 

row shows the three phantoms with different trans-axial patterns. (4) 

chessboard phantom with PMMA and bone. Each has a cross section of 

10×10 mm2. (5) Three-component phantom with 200×100×200 mm3 water 

cuboid, 100×100×200 mm3 PMMA cuboid, and 100×100×200 mm3 bone 

cuboid.  (6) Four-component phantom with 100×100×200 mm3 water cuboid, 

100×100×200 mm3 bone cuboid, 100×100×200 mm3 soft-tissue cuboid, and 

100×100×200 mm3 lung cuboid. 
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Figure 2.5: Axial positron activity distributions of uniform phantom, three 

axial phantoms (a), and three trans-axial phantoms (b), irradiated by a 110-

MeV proton beam.  

Phantom. To investigate the impact of phantom composition on AR 

measurement, in addition to the uniform PMMA phantom, we designed six other 

phantoms, three with different axial patterns and three with different trans-axial 

patterns, as shown in Fig. 2.4. The size of all six phantoms was also 

200×200×200 mm3. For the phantoms with axial patterns, proton beam direction 

was from left to right. For those with trans-axial patterns, it was inward along the 

central axis. The default beam from the previous section was used to irradiate 

these phantoms, and a PET system with 2×2×30 mm3 crystals (from the initial 

simulation) was used to acquire data from these phantoms. The maximum dose 

in these phantoms ranged from 0.3 Gy to 0.5 Gy. Figure 2.5 shows the proton-

induced positron activity distribution of each phantom. The distal fall-off region of 

each phantom matched the center of PET system. 
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Figure 2.6: Four PET systems: box-shape PET (a), dual-panel PET (b), 

polygon PET (c), and whole-body PET (d). 

PET System. Besides the box-shape PET system with 2×2×30 mm3 

crystals, three other PET systems, including the dual-panel PET, polygon PET, 

and whole-body PET, were simulated to study their impact on AR measurement. 

The dual-panel PET (Fig. 2.6.b) had two face-to-face detector panels from the 

box-shape PET, whereas the polygon PET (Fig. 2.6.c) had eight detector panels 

arranged in regular octagon shape. Each detector panel consisted of 7×6 
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(tangential × axial) detector modules from the box-shape PET. The whole-body 

PET (Fig. 2.6.d) had 78 detector modules arranged in ring configuration. Each 

module consisted of 8×8 crystals of 4×4×20 mm3. The whole-

have depth-of-interaction (DOI) capability, while the other three had a DOI 

capability of 5-mm resolution. 

2.2.4. One-dimensional mathematical model 

The mathematical model was developed from a simple 1D model of PET 

imaging [85]. We assumed that PET accurately imaged the positron activity 

resolution, and (b) Poisson noise was the only or the dominating noise in PET 

images and it was preserved after data acquisition, processing, and image 

reconstruction. With these assumptions, the axial distribution of positron activity 

measured from a PET image was approximated by convolving the original 

distribution of proton-induced positron activity with a Gaussian function with its 

full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) equal to the PET axial spatial resolution, and  

superimposing Poisson noise. Mathematically, the analytical model can be 

formulated as follows. 
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Figure 2.7: An example of a normalized axial image count distribution 

calculated from the original axial PEI distribution by the analytical model. 

Without considering the noise, an original proton-induced PEI axial 

distribution is blurred by PET as:  

 

where y is the original axial positron activity distribution, G is a Gaussian function 

with its FWHM equal to the PET axial resolution, and  is PET measured axial 
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positron activity distribution. The corresponding axial count distribution ( ) 

can be calculated from :  

where N is the total image count  within the volume of interest selected for AR 

measurement.  

Finally, the axial count distribution of a PET image with noise can be 

calculated by superimposing noise to :  

where n(x) is the noise with its variance proportional to  and mean equal 

to 0. Figure 2.7 shows a resulting normalized axial count distribution calculated 

from this model. For each fixed image count N, which equals to the sum of all 

counts over the axial count distribution within the VOI, a total of 50 independent 

axial count distributions were generated to calculate the mean and STD of AR 

values. 
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2.3. Results 

2.3.1. Initial Monte Carlo simulation 

 

Figure 2.8: The means and standard deviations (STDs) of simulated AR 

values with different crystal cross-sectional areas are presented as a 

function of acquisition time in (a) and (b), and as a function of image count 

in (c) and (d). 
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Figure 2.9: The means and standard deviations (STDs) of simulated AR 

values measured with the brain PET scanner with different crystal lengths 

are presented as a function of acquisition time in (a) and (b), and as a 

function of image count in (c) and (d). 

2.3.1.1. Crystal cross-section area 

Figure 2.8 depicts AR measured with box-shape PET system of three 

different crystal cross-sections (2×2 mm2, 3×3 mm2, and 6×6 mm2), but the same 
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crystal length (30 mm). Since the overall system sensitivity was about the same, 

the total number of coincidence events was about the same as well. The mean of 

AR was slightly improved by using large crystal cross-section, whereas the 

standard deviations remained about the same. 

2.3.1.2. Crystal Length 

Figure 2.9 shows AR values measured by the PET system with three 

different crystal lengths (10 mm, 20 mm, and 30 mm) but the same cross section 

(2×2 mm2). Use of longer crystal led to increased crystal stopping power and 

hence system sensitivity. As shown in the figure, the accuracy and precision of 

AR measurement can be improved by using longer crystals with the same 

acquisition time. When the crystal length was increased in 10-mm steps from 

10mm to 20 and 30 mm, the mean AR was improved by 0.24 and 0.26 mm on 

average, and the STD were improve by 0.14 and 0.16 mm on average. 

Nevertheless, as anticipated and demonstrated in Fig. 2.9, the dependence of 

mean and STD on image count were about the same for the three crystal 

lengths. 
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Figure 2.10: The means and standard deviations (STDs) of simulated AR 

values (obtained with the brain PET scanner with 2×2×30 mm3 crystals) 

with 1.0×109, 1.0×1010 and  2.0×1010 proton irradiations are plotted as a 

function of acquisition time in (a) and (b), and as a function of image count 

in (c) and (d). 

2.3.1.3. Number of protons 

Figure 2.10 shows AR values measured by the PET system (2×2×30 mm3 

crystals) with 1.0×109, 1.0×1010 and 2.0×1010 protons irradiating the cylindrical 
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phantom. As expected, with the same acquisition time, higher number of protons 

led to more accurate and precise AR measurement because of more proton-

induced positron activity and hence higher image count. The accuracy and 

precision were also the same when the acquired image count was the same. 

 

Figure 2.11: The means (a) and standard deviations (b) of simulated AR 

values (obtained with the brain PET scanner with a 2×2×30 mm3 crystal) 

with 1.0×1010 proton irradiations are plotted as a function of 1/ , where N 

is the image count. 

 

Table 2.1: Summary of linear fitting parameters of mean and standard 

deviation as functions of 1/ , where N is the image count, from simulated 

results with the brain PET scanner. 
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2.3.1.4. Impact of count statistics on AR measurement 

The means and STDs of AR values measured with 1010 

irradiation and 2×2×30 mm3 crystals are plotted in Fig. 2.11, as a function of 

1/ , where N is the image count. Both curves were well-fit by linear functions of 

1/ . The veritical intercepts of these fitting lines represent the mean and STD 

measured with infinite image count. Table 2.1 summarized the linear fitting of all 

the simulated result mentioned above with different crystal cross-sections, crystal 

lengths, and proton numbers. From Table 2.1, the coefficients of determination 

(goodness-of-fitting), R2, were close to 1 in all scenarios.  In addition, all vertical 

intercepts of mean value were close to the theoretical value, with difference 

ranging from 0.00 to 0.22 mm. Similarly, the intercepts of STD were close to the 

theoretical value (0.00 mm) as well, with difference ranging from 0.00 to 0.09 

mm. 
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2.3.2. Impact of proton irradiation and PET imaging 

 

Figure 2.12: The means and standard deviations (STDs) of simulated AR 

values (obtained with the box-shape PET scanner with 2×2×30 mm3 

crystals) with four proton beams are plotted as a function of acquisition 

time in (a) and (b), and as a function of image count in (c) and (d). 
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2.3.2.1. Proton beam 

Figure 2.12 depicts AR values measured with three different proton beams 

in addition to the default proton beam, using box-shape PET and the uniform 

PMMA phantom. Error in the figure was the difference between mean of 

measured AR and theoretical AR, so it can be used to represent the accuracy of 

AR measurement. STD was used to represent the precision of AR measurement. 

For different proton energies and proton irradiation locations, the accuracy and 

precision remained about the same, except the accuracy degraded by 0.60 mm if 

changing beam diameter from 50 mm to 5 mm. 
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Figure 2.13: The means and standard deviations (STDs) of simulated AR 

values (obtained with the box-shape PET scanner with 2×2×30 mm3 

crystals) with the uniform PMMA phantom and three phantoms with 

different axial patterns are plotted as a function of acquisition time in (a) 

and (b), and as a function of image count in (c) and (d). 
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Figure 2.14: The means and standard deviations (STDs) of simulated AR 

values (obtained with the box-shape PET scanner with 2×2×30 mm3 

crystals) with the uniform PMMA phantom and three phantoms with 

different trans-axial patterns are plotted as a function of acquisition time in 

(a) and (b), and as a function of image count in (c) and (d). 
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2.3.2.2. Phantom 

Figure 2.13 and 2.14 show the AR measurement with phantoms of 

different axial and trans-axial patterns, using the default proton beam and box-

shape PET with 2×2×30 mm3 crystals. Since different material composition had 

different photon scatter and attenuation property, different phantoms had its own 

phantoms, 1-mm accuracy and precision was achieved with less than 1-min data 

acquisition.  
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Figure 2.15: The means and standard deviations (STDs) of simulated AR 

values (obtained from the uniform PMMA phantom) with four PET systems  

are plotted as a function of acquisition time in (a) and (b), and as a function 

of image count in (c) and (d). 

2.3.2.3. PET system 

Figure 2.15 shows the AR measurement from four PET systems. Among 

them, the polygon and box-shape PET systems achieved the best AR 
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measurement. They had about the same accuracy and precision of AR 

measurement, because of similar PET configuration and hence similar system 

resolution and system sensitivity. Compared with the box-shape PET, the 

accuracy of the dual-panel PET was 0.19-mm worse, and the precision was 0.2-

mm worse. It was due to the open configuration that resulted in 50% lower 

system sensitivity. The whole-body PET had a system sensitivity about 30% of 

the box-shape PET, but its precision was as good as that of the box-shape PET, 

though the accuracy 0.15-mm worse. In addition, the box-shape PET, dual-panel 

PET, and polygon PET had similar dependence of error and STD on image 

count.  

Table 2.2: Summary of linear fitting parameters of mean and standard 

deviation as functions of 1/ , from different proton beams, phantoms, and 

PET scanners. 
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2.3.2.4. Impact of count statistics on AR measurement 

Table 2.2 lists the linear fitting parameters of all the situations about 

proton beams, phantoms, and PET systems. In general, the fitting coefficient was 

close to 1, indicating a strong linear relationship between AR measurement 

(accuracy and precision) and 1/ , for different proton beams, phantoms, and 

PET systems. Two outliers were Phantom 1 and 2. R2 of error of Phantom 1 was 

0.87, and R2 of error and STD of Phantom 2 was 0.87 and 0.85, respectively. 

2.3.3. Comparison of simulation and mathematical model 

We applied the mathematical model to two axial positron activity 

distributions, one from a pencil beam (179.2-MeV energy and 5-mm diameter) 

irradiating the uniform PMMA phantom and the other from a broad beam (110-

MeV energy and 50-mm diameter) irradiating the same phantom. The AR 

measurement from the model was compared with Monte Carlo simulation in 

terms of accuracy and precision, as shown in Fig. 2.16. In the case of pencil 

beam, the averaged differences between simulated and calculated values of 

means and standard deviations were about 0.14 mm and 0.05 mm. In the case of 

broad beam, the differences were about 0.14 mm and 0.06 mm. Moreover, the 

accuracy and precision of AR measurement from the model also followed linearly 

with statistical noise. With pencil beam, R2 of error and STD was 0.96 and 0.92, 

respectively. With broad beam, it was 0.95 and 0.98. 
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Figure 2.16: The means and standard deviations of simulated and model-

calculated AR values from a pencil beam (a, b) and a broad beam (c, d) are 

plotted as a function of acquisition time. 

2.4. Discussions 

In this in-silico study, we sought to investigate the relationship between 

count statistics and the accuracy and precision of on-line proton beam range 
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(BR) measurement with respect to different factors that could influence this 

relationship, such as proton beam, phantom, and PET system. Monte Carlo 

simulations showed that the accuracy and precision of positron activity range 

(AR) values were fitted well as proportional to the reciprocal of the square root of 

image count (the nature of Poisson noise), regardless of proton energy, beam 

diameter, proton dose, proton irradiation location, phantom composition, PET 

system resolution, system sensitivity, and system configuration. The 

mathematical model agreed well with the MC simulations for the studies we 

conducted. If confirmed by experimental studies, this linear relationship revealed 

in this study could lead to a meaningful way to estimate the feasibility of on-line 

AR measurement. For example, this relationship can be used as a simple 

method to estimate the requirement of count statistics to achieve desired 

accuracy/precision of on-line AR measurement. Moreover, this study 

demonstrated that Poisson noise dominated the AR measurement under the 

simulated conditions. Therefore, based on this result, efficient methods can be 

developed or implemented to further improve the accuracy and precision of AR 

measurement with the same count statistics by reducing image noise or reducing 

the impact of noise on AR measurement.  

The strong dependence of the accuracy and precision of AR 

measurement on the image count resulted from the fact that the current method 

used a single maximum activity value along the axial activity distribution to 

measure the AR, whereas the maximum values could come from different 

positions in multiple AR measurements because of statistical fluctuations, which 
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introduced a bias that led to the mean of these maximum values being higher 

than the mean of the maximum values if measured from a single fixed position. 

Similar dependence was also shown in the work of Frey et al. [70], which used a 

most-likely-shifting method to measure AR. It indicates that the impact of Poisson 

noise on AR measurement might be not limited to our method, but universal.  

 

Figure 2.17: Distal fall-off regions of axial activity distributions from three 

phantoms: uniform phantom, slab phantom with 10-mm slice (Phantom 1), 

and slab phantom with 5-mm slice (Phantom 2). For Phantom 1 and 

Phantom 2, the slopes in their distal fall-off regions had large variations. 

linear relationship. The reason was that the slopes in their distal fall-off regions 
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(around 50% of the maximum) of these two phantoms had larger variations than 

that of the uniform phantom (Figure 2.17). Changing AR definition to the location 

where the activity was 70% of the maximum can improve the linear relationship. 

R2 of error of Phantom 1 increased from 0.87 to 0.91, and R2 of error and STD of 

Phantom 2 increased from 0.87 to 0.96 and from 0.85 to 0.91, respectively. It 

demonstrated that the accuracy and precision of AR measurement also 

depended on the shape of distal fall-off region and the definition of AR. 

This study showed that coarse system resolution had a positive impact on 

AR measurement (Section 2.3.1.1). PET scanners with a larger crystal cross-

sectional area led to an increased AR mean value when measured with the same 

acquisition time or image count, whereas the standard deviation values 

measured with crystals of different cross-sectional areas (but the same crystal 

length) remained about the same. This can be understood from the point that an 

image acquired by PET with a large crystal cross-sectional area tends to blur the 

image near the distal fall-off region more toward to the downstream direction of 

the proton beam than a small crystal cross-sectional area, which increases the 

mean of measured AR values. Because the total sensitivity of the PET scanner 

was about the same with the different crystal cross-sectional areas, the overall 

statistical noise-induced variation and the measured standard deviation values 

were about the same. 

This study also showed that high system sensitivity was critical for on-line 

AR measurement. Since Poisson noise dominated on-line AR measurement, 

higher system sensitivity provided higher signal to noise ratio and thus better AR 
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measurement. Together with the importance of system resolution, this study 

inferred that the hardware development of on-line measurement should focus 

more on improving system sensitivity, even though system resolution may be 

impaired.    

2.5. Conclusion 

For the first time, our simulation studies and mathematical model show 

that the accuracy and precision of AR measurement are proportional to the 

reciprocal of the square root of image count under various proton irradiation and 

PET imaging conditions.  This relationship could be used to guide the 

development of PET technology and the optimization of on-line AR 

measurement, which could lead to new strategies of achieving practical PET 

image-based on-line BR verification. 

On the other hand, this study also inspires to develop or implement 

techniques that can reduce noise or the impact of noise on AR measurement. 

With these techniques, though the quantitative relationship between the accuracy 

and precision of AR measurement and image count will not hold, AR 

measurement can be improved substantially, as described in next chapter. 
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Chapter 3

Methods to Improve On-line Beam Range 

Verification

3.1. Introduction 

On-line beam range (BR) verification with PET imaging has the advantage 

of verifying BR shortly before the delivery of the therapeutic beam for treatment, 

thus enabling intra-fraction beam modification. Despite this advantage, the on-

line method is hampered by low count statistics that degrade PET images and 

subsequently the accuracy (error) and precision (standard deviation) of BR 

verification. It has been demonstrated in Chapter 2 that the accuracy and 

precision of AR measurement are proportional to statistical noise (if modeled as 

the reciprocal of the square root of image count) under various proton irradiation 

and PET imaging conditions.  
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Caused by low count statistics, image noise is a general problem in PET 

imaging [86-88] -line measurement 

technique. In general, statistical reconstruction algorithms [89, 90] have been 

replacing the conventional analytical algorithms, not only because they employ 

better models of the physical detection process, but also in their statistical 

modeling of image noise as a Poisson distribution. Low count image 

reconstruction tasks utilizing these statistical algorithms yield lower image noise. 

Early termination of iterations is a technique that is also used to reduce noise 

propagation from the acquired coincidence data to the reconstructed image [66].  

Gaussian smoothing techniques have also been applied in image reconstruction 

of the positron activity distribution with significant improvement in BR verification 

[90, 91].  

Recently, compressive sensing (CS) algorithm has been increasing in 

popularity in medical imaging [92-97]. Compressive sensing seeks to estimate a 

signal from fewer measurements than that is required by Nyquist-Shannon 

sampling theorem, assuming that the signal is sparse. Most natural signals are 

sparse, or they can be transformed into a domain where most of its coefficients 

are sparse (close to zero). Similarly, although a PET image of positron activity 

distribution itself is not sparse, positron activity varies little within most lesions 

and large variations in activity only occur at the boundaries of lesions. 

Consequently, a l1-norm, such as total variation (TV), can transform a PET image 

into a sparse image [98]. During image reconstruction, a CS algorithm can 

minimize the TV of positron activity distribution thus enforcing piecewise 
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smoothness in the reconstructed image. Several studies show that CS can 

control image artifacts from under-sampled data [97, 98], reduce Poisson noise 

[99], and improve the accuracy and precision of BR verification [99]. 

In addition to directly reducing image noise by using advanced algorithms, 

reducing the impact of image noise on BR verification is also beneficial. One 

approach [70] is applying piece-wise averaging around the peak of an axial 

positron activity distribution when using most-likely-shift method [73] to calculate 

positron activity range. This simple approach can improve the accuracy of BR 

verification by several millimeters. 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of existing 

algorithms and to develop new data processing methods for improving the 

accuracy and precision of BR verification without increasing proton dose or data 

acquisition time. The data processing of BR verification with PET imaging 

involves three steps: data correction, image reconstruction, and AR calculation 

from the image. We have evaluated or developed algorithms at each step. In 

data correction, we have investigated attenuation and scatter correction; in image 

reconstruction, we have evaluated CS algorithms and Gaussian smoothing; in 

AR calculation, we have developed smoothed maximum value and threshold 

optimization methods. As a result, efficient methods and algorithms to optimize 

them have been identified, which improves the feasibility of achieving better BR 

verification while utilizing the same count statistics. 
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3.2. Materials and Methods 

3.2.1. Data acquisition 

A mono-energetic proton beam was simulated to irradiate the center of 

two phantoms and to generate positron-emitting isotopes (PEIs). The beam had 

110-MeV energy, 50-mm diameter, and 109 protons. Both phantoms had a size 

of 200×200×200 mm3. One was a uniform phantom made of polymethyl 

methacrylate (PMMA). The other was a slab phantom with PMMA and bone 

slices. Figure 3.1 shows the compositions of both phantoms. The dose 

distributions were also shown in Fig. 3.1. The beam range in the slab phantom 

was smaller than that in the uniform phantom, because the stopping power of 

bone was greater than that of PMMA. 

 

Figure 3.1: Simulated phantoms: uniform phantom (a) and slab phantom 

(b).  Uniform phantom is made of PMMA (blue). Slab phantom consists of 

10 slices of PMMA and 10 slices of bone (gray), and each slice has 10-mm 

thickness. Both phantoms were irradiated by a proton beam with 110-MeV 

energy. The dose distributions were shown in hot metal color scale. 
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Figure 3.2: Axial positron activity distributions from a uniform phantom and 

a slab phantom (shown in Fig. 3.1) irradiated by a 110-MeV proton beam. 

The integration method discussed in Chapter 2 was used to calculate the 

yield and concentration distributions of PEIs. Figure 3.2 depicts the axial positron 

activity distributions in uniform phantom and slab phantom. These two 

changed slowly over depth within the phantom and exhibited a clear distal fall-off 

region, whereas the distribution in the slab phantom contained several steps and 

exhibited a first-order discontinuity in its distal fall-off region. These two 

distributions included all characteristics common to proton-induced positron 

activity distributions in proton therapy.  
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The box-shape PET with 2×2×30 mm3 crystals discussed in Chapter 2 

was simulated to acquire coincidence events from these two phantoms. The data 

acquisition was similar to that discussed in Chapter 2. Sixty datasets of 

coincidence events were acquired with different acquisition time (thus different 

count statistics) ranging from 5 sec to 300 sec with a 5-sec increment between 

consecutive acquisitions. The simulations of above PET data acquisitions were 

repeated independently 50 times to create a sufficient number of samples for 

calculating the accuracy (error) and precision (standard deviation) of activity 

range (AR) measurement. 

3.2.2. Data correction 

Attenuation correction [100, 101] and scatter correction [102] are critical 

for achieving accurate quantitative measurements in PET imaging. We 

investigated the impact of both types of corrections on AR measurement within 

the context of on-line measurement.  

Attenuation Correction. The attenuation map was calculated by converting 

the material composition of a phantom into an attenuation coefficient using a 

bilinear transformation [103]. The attenuation map was used during image 

reconstruction by integrating the attenuation coefficients along each LOR. This 

process took negligible time compared to image reconstruction.  
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Figure 3.3: Energy spectra and the number of remaining coincidences after 

energy rejection from the uniform phantom (a,b) and the slab phantom 

(c,d). 

Scatter Correction. Various methods [104-106] have been proposed to 

correct scatter coincidences. These methods are based on an estimation of the 

ratio of scatter coincidences in a LOR through additional measurement or 

simulation and assigning a weight (e.g., the reciprocal of one minus the ratio) to 

the LOR during image reconstruction. Although these methods can effectively 

reduce the impact of scatter coincidences on image, they are usually time-

consuming [102] and hence not practical for on-line measurement. In this study, 
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we took an alternative view, wherein scatter correction was implemented by 

rejecting low-energy coincidence events. This approach was based on the fact 

that a photon lost part of its energy after being scattered. Correspondingly, an 

energy window was applied to reject those coincidence events that have an 

energy less than a threshold. Figure 3.3 shows the energy spectra of acquired 

coincidence events from both types of phantoms, as well as the numbers of 

remaining coincidences occurring when different energy rejection thresholds 

were utilized. Both energy spectra contained a large fraction of low-energy 

photons from Compton scattering and energy blurring (15% in this study), with 

the highest peak occurred at 511 KeV. Using a higher threshold rejected more 

scatter coincidences and hence improved image quality, but it also reduced 

count statistics, which in turn degraded the AR measurement. Using different 

energy thresholds, the count statistics can vary by more than 3 times, as shown 

in Fig. 3.3. We investigated the impact of scatter rejection on the AR 

measurement by using different energy thresholds (0 KeV, 100 KeV, 200 KeV, 

and 350 KeV). 

3.2.3. Image reconstruction and activity range calculation 

The maximum likelihood expectation maximization (MLEM) algorithm was 

used to reconstruct the image of positron activity distribution. To suppress image 

noise, five iterations were used. The system response matrix was generated 

-tracing algorithm[82]. The field-of-view was 

200×200×100 mm3 and the voxel size was 1.0×1.0×1.0 mm3. 
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A cylindrical volume of interest was defined (50-mm diameter; equivalent 

to the beam diameter). It was placed coaxial with the phantom so as to generate 

an axial activity distribution from a PET image. Similar to the simulations of 

Chapter 2, positron activity range (AR) was defined as the depth in the distal fall-

off region of axial activity distribution, where the value of activity reached 50% of 

the maximum activity value in the axial distribution. The mean and standard 

deviation of each AR measurement were calculated based on 50 independent 

simulations with identical conditions (e.g., proton irradiation, PET data acquisition 

and processing, image reconstruction). The accuracy of AR measurement was 

defined as the difference between the mean of AR and the theoretical AR derived 

directly from positron-emitting iso

standard deviation of AR. 
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Figure 3.4: Reconstructed images and axial profiles of positron activity 

distributions of uniform phantom (a, b, c) and slab phantom (d, e, f). Panels 

(a) and (d) show the images without Gaussian smoothing, whereas (b) and 

(e) show the images with 3-mm Gaussian smoothing. Panels (c) and (f) 

show the axial profiles from theoretical calculations (Original), MLEM (No 

Smoothing), image smoothing, and profile smoothing. 

To evaluate the impact of Gaussian smoothing on AR measurement, we 

calculated and compared AR measured from images reconstructed with and 

without applying a 3-mm Gaussian kernel in image reconstruction after each 

iteration. We also investigated the impact of applying a 3-mm Gaussian kernel 

directly to the axial positron activity distribution on the accuracy and precision of 

AR measurement. The former was denoted as image smoothing, the latter as 
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profile smoothing. Gaussian smoothing can effectively reduce noise in 

reconstructed images of positron activity distribution as well as in the axial 

activity profile, as shown in Fig. 3.4.  

3.2.4. Total variation minimization 

A compressive sensing algorithms with total variation (TV) minimization 

was used to achieve low-noise images. The image reconstruction problem was 

formulated as: 

subject to 

where f is the positron activity distribution, g is the coincidence data acquired by 

PET, and A is the system matrix

TV norm as a two-point difference [107], namely, 

where  is the discrete expression of . The parameter, , was 

introduced to avoid the case where TV was zero. It was chosen to be a small 

number (10-6) so that it had a negligible impact on the TV value. 

Two existing approaches were implemented to achieve TV minimization. 

One approach used MAP algorithm by replacing the energy function with TV 

norm [99, 107, 108]. The other [98] solved the problem by iterating two steps: 
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first, applying MLEM to achieve data fidelity (Equation 3.2) and second 

minimizing the TV norm (Equation 3.1) by using gradient descent method [109]. 

The former was denoted as MAP-TV and the latter as CS-TV.  

3.2.5. Smoothed maximum value 

Previously, the positron AR was defined as the depth along the phantom 

axis, where the value of activity along the axial distribution in the distal falloff 

region was 50% of the maximum activity value. The noise in the maximum can 

lead to error and variation in AR measurement. To mitigate this problem, we 

replaced the maximum activity value with an average of the maximum value and 

its two nearest neighbors, and referred this 

(SMV). Frey et al. implemented a similar method in their study [70], though their 

study and ours were conducted independently. We studied the impact of SMV on 

the accuracy and precision of AR measurement.  

3.2.6. Threshold optimization 

In conventional definition of AR, the threshold was set to 50% for 

convenience. Here we derived a relationship between the threshold and the 

accuracy and precision of AR measurement, which can be used to optimize the 

threshold and thus to improve AR measurement. 

According to the definition, AR can be expressed as:  
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where  and  are the two points in the normalized profile of axial 

activity distribution that are closest to 50% of the maximum value (which is 1 in a 

normalized curve). In Equation 3.4, we assumed a constant slope of profile in the 

curve region between  and . Taking Poisson noise into consideration, it was 

rewritten as:  

where xj and xj+1 are known; Yj and Yj+1 are independent random variables that 

follow Poisson distribution with means of yj and yj+1, respectively; MAX is also a 

random variable, but its mean is not 1 because of statistical fluctuation. 

 To estimate the mean of AR, we took average of both sides of Equation 

3.5. At the low noise level, MAX is considered independent from Yj, and Yj+1. 

Therefore, 

 

where  and . Then the noise-induced AR error (the difference 
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Where k ( ) is the slope of the distal fall-off region with activity around the 

threshold (50 %). The equation shows that the noise-

(accuracy) is proportional to the reciprocal of slope, the threshold (50%), and the 

 

 Similarl

(3.5) by using propagation of uncertainty principle. If we changed the 50% in 

 

According to propagation of uncertainty,  

 

Namely, 
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where g is a function of t, , and  . If modeling 

 as the slope (k), Equation 3.10 indicates that the noise-

well. Meanwhile, Equation 3.9 indicates the STD is not proportional to the 

threshold (t). 

Therefore, both slope and threshold were critical to the accuracy and 

precision of AR measurement. Their ratio (threshold/slope) can be used to guide 

the selection of threshold in AR definition to optimize AR measurement. To 

demonstrate this optimization, we compared the AR measurements and the 

ratios (threshold/slope) with different thresholds (30%, 50%, and 70%) using data 

from both uniform and slab phantoms.  
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3.3. Results 

 

Figure 3.5: Attenuation correction. The errors and standard deviations of 

AR values with and without attenuation correction from the uniform 

phantom (a, b) and the slab phantom (c, d) are plotted as a function of 

acquisition time. 
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Figure 3.6: Energy-based scatter correction. The errors and standard 

deviations of AR values with different energy thresholds (0 KeV, 100 KeV, 

200 KeV, and 350 KeV) from the uniform phantom (a, b) and the slab 

phantom (c, d) are plotted as a function of acquisition time. 

3.3.1. Impact of attenuation correction 

Figure 3.5 depicts the errors and standard deviations of AR values as a 

function of acquisition time from uniform (a, b) and slab phantom (c, d), with and 
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without attenuation correction. For the uniform phantom, the attenuation 

correction had no significant impact on the error (accuracy) and standard 

deviation (precision) of AR measurement. For the slab phantom, the attenuation 

correction can improve the accuracy by 0.35 mm on average. Moreover, 

according to the trend of  

the accuracy remained around 1 mm could not be improved even with longer 

acquisition time (or more count statistics).  

3.3.2. Impact of energy-based scatter correction 

Figure 3.6 shows the errors and standard deviations of AR values as a 

function of acquisition time from both the uniform (a, b) and the slab phantom (c, 

d), with different energy thresholds (0 KeV, 100 KeV, 200 KeV, and 350 KeV) for 

rejecting scatter coincidences. In general, the impact of energy threshold on the 

precision of AR measurement was insignificant, but the impact on the error 

(accuracy) was not. For the uniform phantom, thresholds (0 KeV, 100 KeV, and 

200 KeV) yielded similar accuracy, which were better than that of 350 KeV. 

Changing threshold from 350 KeV to 0 KeV improved the accuracy by 0.19 mm 

on average. For the slab phantom, higher threshold was better. Compared with a 

low threshold (0 KeV), a high energy threshold (350 KeV) improved the accuracy 

by 0.27 mm on average.  
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Figure 3.7: Gaussian smoothing. The errors and standard deviations of AR 

values with image smoothing and profile smoothing from the uniform 

phantom (a, b) and the slab phantom (c, d) are plotted as a function of 

acquisition time. 
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Figure 3.8: Total variation minimization. The errors and standard deviations 

of AR values with MLEM, MAP-TV, and CS-TV associated with the uniform 

phantom (a, b) and the slab phantom (c, d) are plotted as a function of 

acquisition time. 
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3.3.3. Impact of Gaussian smoothing 

Figure 3.7 shows the errors and standard deviations of AR values as a 

function of acquisition time from both the uniform (a, b) and the slab phantom (c, 

d), using Gaussian image and profile smoothing. In general, profile smoothing 

was faster and easier to implement than image smoothing. Gaussian smoothing 

effectively improved both accuracy and precision of AR measurement in both 

phantoms. For the uniform phantom, the improvements obtained by using image 

and profile smoothing were close. Both were around 0.29 mm on accuracy and 

0.18 mm on precision. For the slab phantom, profile smoothing was better than 

image smoothing, by 0.12 mm on accuracy and 0.07 mm on precision. In 

addition, the improvement with short acquisition time was larger than with long 

acquisition time. Thus, Gaussian smoothing had better performance when count 

statistics was low. 

3.3.4. Impact of total variation minimization 

Figure 3.8 shows the AR values calculated from images reconstructed by 

MLEM, MAP-TV, and CS-TV. Both MAP-TV and CS-TV had similar performance. 

Both had negligible impact on the precision, and the averaged improvement on 

the accuracy was 0.13 mm for the uniform phantom and 0.10 mm for the slab 

phantom.  
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Figure 3.9: Smoothed maximum value (SMV) method. The errors and 

standard deviations of AR values with and without SMV, from the uniform 

phantom (a, b) and the slab phantom (c, d), are shown as a function of 

acquisition time. 
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Figure 3.10: Threshold optimization. The errors and standard deviations of 

AR values with different thresholds (30%, 50%, and 70%) from the uniform 

phantom (a, b) and the slab phantom (c, d) are shown as a function of 

acquisition time. 
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3.3.5. Impact of smoothed maximum value method 

The impact of smoothed maximum value (SMV) method on AR 

measurement in the uniform and slab phantoms is shown in Fig. 3.9. For both 

phantoms, SMV substantially reduced the image-count dependence of the 

on accuracy was 0.31 mm (uniform phantom) and 0.22 mm (slab phantom). 

 

Figure 3.11: Averaged error and STD of AR from the uniform phantom and 

the slab phantom as a function of the ratio of threshold over slope. 

3.3.6. Impact of threshold 

Figure 3.10 shows the AR measurement using three different thresholds 

(30%, 50%, and 70%) in the definition for AR. Table 3.1 shows the ratio of 

threshold against the slope of the profile curve around the threshold. For the 

uniform phantom, the AR measurement was improved by changing the threshold 
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from 70% to 50% and 30%, corresponding to the decreasing ratio of threshold 

against the slope (from 6.36 to 3.33 and 2.31). For the slab phantom, 30% 

threshold (with ratio at 2.31) yielded the best accuracy and precision, and 50% 

threshold (with ratio at 5.00) the worst. We calculated the averaged error and 

STD of 30%, 50%, and 70% with uniform phantom and slab phantom and plotted 

them as a function of the ratio, as shown in Fig. 3.11. From the figure, the 

relationship between AR measurement and the ratio agreed well with the 

derivation in Section 3.2.6 that smaller ratio brought better AR measurement, 

except one data point of STD from uniform phantom with threshold 50%.  

Table 3.1: The ratio of threshold against slope in uniform and slab 

phantoms. 

 

3.4. Discussions 

This study was aimed at developing data processing methods and 

evaluating existing algorithms to improve AR measurement within the context of 

on-line PET imaging measurement. Various algorithms were investigated at each 
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step of AR measurement, including attenuation correction, energy rejection-

based scatter correction, Gaussian smoothing (image smoothing and profile 

smoothing), compressive sensing (CS) algorithms (MAP-TV and CS-TV), 

smoothed maximum value (SMV) method, and threshold optimization. All of them 

accuracy and precision of AR measurement by intelligent selection and 

optimization of these methods. 

Among these methods, Gaussian smoothing and threshold optimization 

were found to be the best in terms of improving both the accuracy and precision 

of AR measurement. SMV can also improve the accuracy, but not the precision. 

The improvement from CS algorithms (MAP-TV and CS-TV) was not obvious 

compared with Gaussian smoothing and threshold optimization. 

One requirement of on-line measurement is short measurement time, 

including PET acquisition time as well as data processing time. Compared with 

the necessary time for MLEM image reconstruction, the time for attenuation 

correction, energy rejection-based scatter correction, Gaussian profile 

smoothing, MAP-TV, SMV, and threshold optimization were negligible, except 

Gaussian image smoothing and CS-TV. In this study, a typical MLEM 

reconstruction time was around half a minute. The additional time for Gaussian 

image smoothing depended on the dimension of PET imaging. It was around two 

minutes in this study. CS-TV used around half-minute additional time. 
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The results from the slab phantom showed attenuation correction was 

critical for AR measurement of heterogeneous phantoms. Without attenuation 

correction, a significant bias was introduced in positron activity distribution, which 

resulted in around 1-mm error in AR measurement. Moreover, as indicated by 

this study, the bias cannot be removed by accumulating more count statistics. 

Since the attenuation map of human is quite different from those of the uniform 

and slab phantoms, the impact of attenuation correction on clinical application 

cannot be extrapolated from this phantom study. We will explore attenuation 

correction with a more realistic phantom in the next study. 

 

Figure 3.12: Profiles of positron activity distributions with the uniform 

phantom (a) and the slab phantom (b). Original profiles were generated by 

theoretical calculations. Scatter backgrounds were obtained from image 

reconstructions using scatter coincidence events. 

Similarly, the impact of the energy threshold (for scatter correction) on AR 

measurement was not conclusive. For a uniform phantom, a relatively low energy 

threshold (such as 200 KeV) increased count statistics, and subsequently 
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improved the AR measurement. If a lower energy threshold (100 KeV and 0 KeV) 

was used, the non-uniform background (Fig. 3.12.a) from scatter coincidence 

events became notable, which offseted the benefits of increased count statistics. 

For the slab phantom, however, the non-uniform scatter background (Fig. 3.12.b) 

was more notable, so a high energy threshold (350 KeV) that removed most of 

the scatter coincidence events yielded better AR measurement. From the results 

of both phantoms (Fig. 3.6), a choice of the threshold around 200 KeV seems to 

be a good compromise between count statistics and image bias.  

 

Figure 3.13: Over-smoothing. The errors (a) and standard deviations (b) of

AR values with different profile smoothing kernels applied to axial positron 

activity profiles from the uniform phantom are plotted as a function of 

acquisition time. 

Although image smoothing in diagnosis application can blur the image and 

thus cause the loss of structural details, it is not a serious concern in on-line AR 

measurement because smoothing can significantly improve the accuracy and 
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precision of the AR measurement by minimizing the statistical variation. 

Nevertheless, the choice of a smoothing kernel still needs special attention. We 

compared the impact of 3-mm, 6-mm and 12-mm Gaussian smoothing kernels 

on the AR measurement using data from the uniform phantom (Fig. 3.13). Using 

a large-size kernel can further improve the accuracy and precision, but it can also 

modify the shape of axial positron activity profile, which can result in an 

overestimation of AR values. Therefore, over-smoothing should be avoided by 

choosing the size of a smoothing kernel comparable to the resolution of a PET 

system. 

A relationship between the AR measurement and the ratio of threshold 

over the slope of the profile curve was derived in this study. The relationship was 

verified by the simulation in both the uniform phantom and the slab phantom. It 

also agreed well with some published studies. Knopf et al. [73] showed that a 

20% threshold yielded better results than a 50% threshold when measuring the 

AR in a positron activity profile similar to that obtained in our uniform phantom 

study. Another study [63] has shown that changing threshold from 50% to 20% 

can improve the accuracy by 3 mm when measuring AR in soft tissues. In 

addition, these studies have suggested that AR values using a 20% threshold 

were sensitive to image noise. Since intrinsically, on-line PET imaging has a 

higher noise level than off-line measurement, a higher threshold (such as the 

30% threshold used in our phantom studies) should be more suitable for on-line 

measurement.  
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Figure 3.14: Histogram of total variation (TV) values of an image of the 

positron activity distribution from the uniform phantom with and without 

Gaussian smoothing. Gaussian smoothing promotes sparsity in the TV 

norm of the reconstructed image. 

 

Figure 3.15: MAP-TV with Gaussian smoothing using the uniform 

he errors (a) and standard deviations (b) with MAP-TV 

and Gaussian smoothing are shown as a function of acquisition time. With 
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Gaussian smoothing promoting the sparsity of the total variation norm of 

an image, MAP-TV has better performance than without Gaussian 

smoothing. 

In contrast to other studies [98, 99], total variation (TV) minimization was 

found to be inefficient in terms of improving AR measurement within the context 

of on-line measurement (Section 3.3.4). We speculated that it was due to the 

enough after TV transformation, which violated the sparsity assumption of 

compressive sensing algorithm. To test this hypothesis, a 3-mm Gaussian 

smoothing was used in MAP-TV to promote the sparsity of the TV norm of an 

image from the uniform phantom (Fig. 3.14). With Gaussian smoothing, MAP-TV 

improved the accuracy by 0.4 mm, as shown in Fig 3.15. Therefore, in the 

application to on-line measurement, the TV norm might need to work together 

with other smoothing kernels to achieve its best performance, which can yield 

better AR measurement than TV minimization or smoothing kernel alone.   

3.5. Conclusion 

This study both developed and tested different algorithms to improve AR 

measurement at each data processing step involved in AR measurement. It also 

identified important factors impacting AR measurement. Utilizing these optimized 

algorithms and factors, we conclude that it is indeed feasible to improve the 

accuracy and precision of on-line beam range verification in proton therapy using 

the same count statistics and negligible extra processing time.
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Chapter 4

Monte Carlo Simulation Study of Human 

Head on the Feasibility of Achieving On-

line Proton Beam Range Verification

4.1. Introduction 

PET imaging is the only method that can be used in conjunction with 

proton therapy to verify proton beam range (BR) in clinics and potentially the 

proton dose distribution. Specifically, a PET scanner can be used to measure 

positron activity generated by nuclear reactions between high-energy protons 

and biological tissues. Since the cross sections of these nuclear reaction 

channels are small, the induced production of positron activity is low, which 

results in low count statistics associated with the acquired PET image. Low count 

statistics degrade image quality and have a negative impact on the accuracy and 

precision of BR verification. As shown in previous chapters, the problem of low 

count statistics is more acute in measurements utilizing on-line PET imaging 
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techniques, since fewer coincidence events are encountered in on-line PET 

scanners employed in proton therapy applications. 

Various data acquisition strategies of PET imaging has been proposed 

and implemented in proton beam verification, including in-beam PET [59], in-

room PET [64], and off-room PET [73]. Among these strategies, in-beam PET is 

preferred to maximize count statistics in a certain irradiation scenario, because it 

acquires coincidence events during or immediately after proton irradiation so that 

it can capture positron activity from short half-life isotopes. In addition, in-beam 

PET also minimizes the biological wash-out effect, which is difficult to model and 

introduces extra error in BR verification [63, 110]. 

A challenge of in-beam PET is the potential interference between the 

proton beam and the PET system. The in-beam PET system is around the 

patient when the beam is being delivered. Therefore, a proton beam coming from 

some angles may hit the PET system, and damage can occur if the PET system 

has no outlet for it. To overcome this problem, traditional in-beam PET system 

uses a dual-panel configuration. It allows flexible beam direction, but suffers from 

low system sensitivity and incomplete-angle sampling. Low system sensitivity 

leads to low count statistics, and incomplete-angle sampling brings non-isotropic 

image blurring and image artifacts. Although a partial ring configuration (with 

more in-plane detector modules than the dual-panel configuration, but less than 

the closed ring configuration) can increase the sample angle as well as system 

[111].  
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Several methods have been proposed and developed to solve the 

problem with in-beam PET. One method is to improve the performance of partial 

ring configuration by integrating it with the time-of-flight (TOF) technique to 

acquire the timing difference between two single events that are sorted into a 

coincidence event [74, 75, 112]. The TOF information can be used to infer the 

location of positron-electron annihilation, thus to reduce the non-isotropic image 

blurring. Other methods solve the problem by developing innovative system 

configurations, such as slant PET [113], OpenPET [114], and Open-closed PET 

[115]. These PET configurations use unconventional detector arrangements and 

mechanical controls to allow a beam delivery from multiply angles while 

maintaining a full ring configuration. Besides these hardware methods, advanced 

algorithms, such as compressive sensing (CS), can also be used to mitigate or 

even solve the problem. Several studies [97-99] show that CS can overcome the 

incomplete sampling and yield satisfactory image quality. 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the feasibility of achieving 1-mm 

accuracy and precision of on-line BR verification with various proton beam 

conditions for human head therapy. It also proposes a new in-beam PET system 

configuration, and investigates the improvement of the compressive sensing 

algorithm brought to this system. Methods in Chapter 3 were also used to study 

their effectiveness. In addition, this study explores the impact of data correction 

on the feasibility of on-line measurement. 
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Figure 4.1: Three proton irradiation scenarios and their dose distributions. 

(a) A proton beam with 50-mm diameter irradiates the human head from top 

(Top50). (b) A proton beam with 10-mm diameter irradiates the head from 

top (Top10). (c) A proton beam with 10-mm diameter irradiates the head 

from side (Side10). Red arrows indicate beam directions. Left: trans-axial 

view. Middle: coronal view. Right: sagittal view. 
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4.2. Materials and Methods 

The simulation and data processing procedures as discussed in Chapter 2 

were applied in this study:  

(1) Proton irradiation and proton fluence were simulated within a human 

head;  

(2) Distributions of proton-induced positron-emitting isotopes were 

calculated from proton fluence and nuclear interaction cross-sections;  

(3) Positron emission decay of these isotopes, positron-election 

annihilations, 511-KeV gamma ray emissions, detection of gamma rays, and 

acquisition of coincidence events by PET systems were simulated;  

(4) Coincidence data were processed and used to reconstruct the image 

of positron activity distribution; 

(5) Positron activity range (AR) was calculated from axial positron activity 

profile. 

Using the same set-up and parameter values, the above procedure was 

repeated with 50 times independently, to calculate the accuracy and precision of 

the simulated AR measurement. We defined the accuracy as the difference 

between the theoretical AR value and the mean of 50 AR values, and the 

precision as the standard deviation of 50 AR values. 
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4.2.1. Human head 

A CT image of a human head (Fig. 4.1) in GATE [77, 78] was used as the 

input for the following simulations. The information of the human subject and CT 

acquisition procedure of the CT image were unspecified, and not important for 

this study. The CT image was 252×252×222 mm3 with a pixel size of 2×2×2 

mm3. The CT image was converted into a 3D matrix of mass density and 

elemental composition using the conversion table from Schneider et al. [116]. A 

study [42] by Jiang et al. has shown that different conversion tables had different 

assignments of mass density and elemental composition and consequently 

resulted in discrepancy in dose distribution for a proton irradiation, but the dose 

discrepancy was not a concern in this study. Therefore, we implemented 

[84, 117-120].  

4.2.2. Proton irradiation 

GATE was used to simulate proton irradiation and generate proton fluence 

in the human head as described above. In this study, GATE version 7.0 with 

Geant4 version 9.6.p03 was used. We adopted the QSGP_BERT_HP_EMY 

physics list, as recommended by the developers of GATE. The reliability of this 

physics list has been verified by published studies [121, 122]. 

Three proton beams were simulated to irradiate the human head 

separately (Fig. 4.1). These beams had the same energy (110 MeV) but different 

diameters, irradiation locations, and numbers of protons. The first beam (Fig. 

4.1.a) irradiated the head from top with 50-mm diameter and 109 protons 
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(Top50). The second beam (Fig.4.1.b) also irradiated from top but with 10-mm 

diameter and 4×107 protons (Top10). The third one (Fig. 4.1.c) irradiated from 

side with 10-mm diameter and 4×107 protons (Side10). The proton-induced dose 

distributions from these three beams are shown in Fig. 4.1. The dose at Bragg 

peak was around 0.4 Gy in these scenarios, which was about 1% to 10% of a 

therapeutic dose [123, 124].  

 

Figure 4.2: Positron activity distributions along beam directions from three 

irradiation scenarios (Top50, Top10, and Side10) in Fig. 4.1. 

The integration method in Chapter 2 was used to calculate the 

distributions of positron-emitting isotopes from the simulated proton fluence 

within the human brain and nuclear reaction cross sections from EXFOR, a 

popular nuclear database. We customized the CrossSectionProductionActor in 

GATE p
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including 11C, 13N, 15O, 30P, and 38K. The half-life times of these isotopes are 20.0 

min, 10.0 min, 2.0 min, 2.5 min, and 7.6 min, respectively. Their percentages of 

the number of isotopes were 33.9%, 6.6%, 58.9%, 0.3%, and 0.3%, respectively. 

15O (2-min half-life time) was the most abundant positron-emitting isotope, so it 

was critical to capture gamma rays from 15O decay. No biological wash-out effect 

was consideration in this calculation and in the following simulations. Figure 4.2 

shows the overall positron activity distributions along the beam directions of 

these three irradiation scenarios (Top50, Top10, and Side10). Compared with 

other two scenarios, the proton beam in Side10 traveled longer distance in air 

before hitting the human head, so its positron activity distribution was deeper 

than those of other two scenarios. 
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Figure 4.3: Three PET systems in the irradition scenario Side10. (a) Box-

shape PET. (b) Dual-panel PET. (c) Quad-panel PET. Red arrow represents 

the beam direction. The box-shape PET works in in-room mode to avoid the 

interference between the beam and the PET system, while the quad-panel 

PET works in in-beam mode by rotating to allow beam delivery from all 

angles. 

4.2.3. Data acquisition 

Three PET systems were simulated using GATE to acquire proton-

induced positron activity from the human head, including box-shape PET, dual-

panel PET, and quad-panel PET (Fig. 4.3). The box-shape PET and dual-panel 
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PET were the same as discussed in Chapter 2. The quad-panel PET was made 

from the box-shape PET by reducing the numbers of detector modules of all four 

panels by half, thus it had the same field-of-view (300×300×100 mm3) as the 

box-shape PET and the same number of crystal modules as the dual-panel PET. 

Besides, the quad-panel PET had four large open corners, so it can be rotated to 

allow proton beams being delivered to the target at different angles without hitting 

the PET, as shown in Fig. 4.3.c. These PET systems were used in the three 

irradiation scenarios (Top50, Top10, and Side10) with either in-beam or in-room 

data acquisition strategies. 

Top50 and Top10. Only the box-shape PET was used to acquire 

coincidence events in these two scenarios. It worked in in-beam mode, namely 

acquiring data immediately after the end of proton irradiation. The results from 

these two scenarios were compared to study the impact of beam diameter on the 

feasibility of on-line measurement.   

Side10. All the three PET systems were used. The dual-panel PET and 

quad-panel PET were used in in-beam mode. The box-shape PET was used in 

in-room mode, because the beam would hit the box-shape PET if it was used in-

beam mode (Figure 4.1.a). In in-room mode, the time gap between the end of 

proton irradiation and the start of PET data acquisition is critical to the number of

coincidence events. Min et al. showed the averaged time gap was approximately 

2 min with the clinical settings at MGH [64]. In this study, the time gap was set to 

1, 2, and 5 min to study the impact of time gap on the feasibility of on-line 
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measurement. We also compared the performance of dual-panel PET, quad-

panel PET, and box-shape PET with 2-min time gap. 

All the simulated data acquisitions mentioned above were repeated 50 

times independently to estimate the accuracy and precision of the measurement. 

Similar to Section 2.2.1.3, 60 datasets of coincidence events were acquired with 

different count statistics for each study. All acquisitions began after completion of 

sec). 

 

Figure 4.4: Attenuation coefficient maps for attenuation correction. (a) 

Accurate attenuation map. It is converted from the CT image using bilinear 

transformation. (b) Water-approximation attenuation map. It is generated by 

approximating the tissues with HU value larger than 0 as water and others 

coefficient is 0.01. 

4.2.4. Data correction 

Attenuation correction and scatter correction were implemented similarly 

as mentioned in Chapter 3. For attenuation correction, the attenuation map was 
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calculated by converting HU values in CT image of the human head into 

attenuation coefficient using bilinear transformation. Because proton irradiation 

and this conversion used the same CT image, this attenuation map was accurate 

cal applications, 

however, a CT image may contain errors and can introduce errors into an 

attenuation map. In fact, such error was a source of proton beam range 

uncertainty [125]. Moreover, an accurate CT image might be difficult to acquire, 

since very few proton therapy centers are equipped with in-room CT scanners. 

The

AR measurement, by creating an inaccurate attenuation map and compared its 

 the head as a water phantom with the same 

geometry by setting the tissue with HU value larger than 0 as water and the rest 

g attenuation 

correction was also studied.  

 For scatter correction, energy rejection-based method was used by 

rejecting coincidences with energy lower than a threshold. We compared the 

impact of different thresholds (0 KeV, 100 KeV, 200 KeV, 350 KeV) on AR 

measurement to empirically optimize the selection of threshold.  
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Figure 4.5: Images of positron activity distribution of Top50 using different 

attenuation correction maps. (a) a baseline image calculated from positron-

a PET image reconstructed with accurate attenuation correction. (c) a PET 

image reconstructed with water approximation attenuation correction. (d) a 

PET image reconstructed without attenuation correction. These three PET 

images (b, c, and d) have different charateristics, but similar edge at the 

end of beam path. 

4.2.5. Image reconstruction and activity range measurement 

Maximum likelihood expectation maximization (MLEM) algorithm was used to 

reconstruct the images of positron activity from these three irradiation scenarios with 

different PET systems. Five iterations were used. The reconstructed image was 

300×300×100 mm3 with a pixel size of 1×1×1 mm3.  In the image reconstruction 

with data from the quad-panel PET, compressive sensing algorithm (MAP-TV in 

Chapter 3) was used to recover images from under-sampled data. 

A cylindrical volume of interest (VOI) was placed coaxial with the beam 

direction to generate an axial activity distribution of a PET image. Positron activity 
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range (AR) was defined as the depth along the beam direction at the distal fall-off 

region of the activity distribution, where the value of activity reached 50% of the 

maximum value in the activity distribution [64, 83, 84, 126]. The accuracy of AR 

measurement was defined as the difference between theoretical AR and the mean of 

50 ARs, and the precision as the standard deviation of 50 ARs. Current research 

efforts have focused on reaching 1-mm accuracy of BR verification [19, 126-128]. 

We adopted this criterion. For all the irradiation scenarios and PET systems, the 

required data acquisition time for both accuracy and precision reaching 1 mm was 

calculated.  

Results in Chapter 3 show that profile smoothing and threshold optimization 

are efficient methods to improve AR measurement with the same count statistics. 

We used these two methods to reduce the required time. Profile smoothing was 

implemented by convoluting the axial activity distribution with a 3-mm Gaussian 

kernel. AR threshold was set to 30%. 
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4.3. Results 

 

Figure 4.6: Attenuation correction. The errors and standard deviations of 

AR values with accurate attenuation correction, water-approximation, and 

without attenuation correction, from Top50 (a, b) and Top10 (c, d) are 

plotted as a function of acquisition time. 
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Figure 4.7: Energy-based scatter correction. The errors and standard 

deviations of AR values with different energy thresholds (0 KeV, 100 KeV, 

200 KeV, and 350 KeV) from Top50 (a, b) and Top10 (c, d) are plotted as a 

function of acquisition time. 

4.3.1. Attenuation correction 

Figure 4.6 shows the errors and standard deviations (STDs) of AR 

measurement from the irradiation scenarios of Top50 and Top10, using accurate 
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correction, water approximation, and no attenuation correction. In general, the 

impact of attenuation correction was negligible. The most notable impact was in 

Top50 (Fig. 4.5.a). Compared with accurate correction, the accuracy was 

degraded by 0.09 mm if not applying attenuation correction.    

4.3.2. Energy rejection-based scatter correction 

Figure 4.7 depicts the impact of energy threshold of scatter correction on 

the accuracy and precision of AR measurement. In Top50, 200-KeV threshold 

yielded the best accuracy and precision. In Top10, 0 KeV, 100 KeV, and 200 

KeV gave almost the same results. Therefore, 200 KeV was considered as an 

acceptable threshold, which agreed with the results in Chapter 3. It was used in 

the data corrections that generated other results in this chapter. 

From the curves of 200-KeV threshold, the required time to reach 1-mm 

accuracy and precision (with both error and STD less than 1mm) was less than 5 

sec for the broad proton beam with 50-mm diameter (Top50). It took longer time 

(around 2 min) for the narrow beam with 10-mm diameter (Top10), because a 

broad beam can induce more positron activity than a narrow beam (with the 

same dose level) so that a PET system can acquire more coincidence events 

from a broad beam.  
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4.3.3. Improvement of AR measurement 

 

Figure 4.8: Application of profile smoothing and threshold optimization in 

the data from Top10 with the in-beam box-shape PET. A 3-mm Gaussian 

smoothing and a threshold of 30% were used. 

 To further improve AR measurement, profile smoothing (3-mm Gaussian 

kernel) and threshold optimization (30%) were used in the case of Top10. Figure 

4.8 shows using profile smoothing and threshold optimization can substantially 

improve the accuracy and precision, reducing the required time from 2 min to 30 

sec for reaching 1-mm accuracy and precision. 

4.3.4. Comparison of PET configurations 

This section presents the result from the irradiation scenario (Side10), 

using accurate attenuation correction and 200-KeV energy threshold. 
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Figure 4.9: Impact of time gap on AR measurement as a function of PET 

acquisition time. The box-shape PET works in in-room mode with different 

time gap (1 min, 2 min, and 5 min) between the end of proton irradiation 

and the start of PET data acquisition. 

 

Figure 4.10: Application of profile smoothing and threshold optimization in 

the data from Side10 and the in-room box-shape PET with 2-min time gap. 
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Figure 4.9 shows the AR measurement with different time gap (1 min, 2 

min, and 5 min) using the box-shape PET. The overall numbers of coincidence 

events for 1-min, 2-min, and 5-min time gap were 19,117, 14,069, and 6,659, 

respectively. The number with 1-min gap was around three times of that with 5-

min gap. The reason was that 15O (2-min half-life time) was the most abundant 

positron-emitting isotopes and most of 15O had decayed after 5 min. 

Consequently, the AR measurement with 1-min gap was much better than that 

with 5-min gap.  

Profile smoothing and threshold optimization were applied to the data with 

2-min time gap. Again both methods improved the AR measurement and even 

had a better improvement when used together. The required time to reach 1-mm 

accuracy and precision was reduced from more than 5 min to less than 1 min. 

Compared to the results of Top10 (Fig. 4.8), these results showed that the 

improvement in accuracy was greater than that in precision. 
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Figure 4.11: Images of positron activity distributions from Side10. (a) 

Theoretical positron activity distribution. (b) Image of positron activity 

distribution from the in-room box-shape PET with 2-min time gap. (c) Image 

from the in-beam dual-panel PET. (d) Image from the in-beam quad-panel 

PET.   
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Figure 4.12: AR measurement as a function of acquisition time from Side10 

using the in-room box-shape PET with 2-min time gap, the in-beam dual-

panel PET, and the in-beam quad-panel PET. 

We compared the performance of the box-shape PET in in-room mode 

with 2-min time gap, the in-beam dual-panel PET, and the in-beam quad-panel 

PET. The numbers of coincidence events acquired by these systems were 

14,069, 12,018, and 9,741. Figure 4.11 shows the theoretical positron activity 

distribution and images from these three systems with 5-min data acquisition. 

The box-shape PET produced the best image that was close to the theoretical 

image. The image from the quad-panel PET had less non-isotropic blurring than 

that from the dual-panel PET, though the dual-panel PET acquired more counts. 

Figure 4.12 shows the AR measurement from these three PET systems 

with profile smoothing and threshold optimization. They had similar precisions, 

but different accuracies. The accuracy of the box-shape PET, on average, was 
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0.73 mm better than the quad-panel PET, and 1.00 mm better than the dual-

panel PET. 

 

Figure 4.13: AR measurement from the quad-panel PET using MLEM and 

MAP-TV. 
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Figure 4.14: Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) from MAP-TV and MLEM. (a) The 

hot source (white 100×10×10 mm3 cuboid) and three volume-of-interests 

(VOI) selected to calculate SNR (red 6×6×6 mm3 cubics). (b) The ratio of 

SNR with MAP-TV v.s. SNR with MLEM as a function of image count. 

4.3.5. Compressive sensing algorithm 

Compressive sensing algorithm (MAP-TV) was applied in the image 

reconstruction using data from the quad-panel PET. Figure 4.13 shows the AR 

measurement using MAP-TV and MLEM. The curves demonstrated that MAP-TV 

improved AR measurement slightly. 

Besides the human head, we studied the noise property of MAP-TV using 

a uniform source. The quad-panel PET was simulated to acquire coincidence 

events from a uniform source of 100×10×10 mm3, as shown in Fig. 4.14.a. Both 

MAP-TV and MLEM was used to reconstruct the images of different image 

counts. Three volume-of-interests (VOI), as shown in Fig. 4.14.a, were selected 
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to calculate the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) from MAP-TV and MLEM. The size of 

VOI was 6×6×6 mm3, so each VOI contained 216 voxels. We defined signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) as the mean of 216 voxel values v.s. their standard deviation. 

For each VOI, we calculate the ratio of SNRs ( ) from MAP-

TV and MLEM with the same image count. Fig. 4.14.b shows the SNR ratio as a 

function of the image count. For all selected VOI, the SNR ratio gradually 

increased with the image count. When the image count was small, the SNR ratio 

was close 1, which means that the SNR from MAP-TV was close to that from 

MLEM. Therefore, the MAP-TV improved the SNR slightly when the count 

statistics was low. It explained Fig 4.13 that when the image counts was less 

than 10,000, the MAP- significant improvement on the accuracy 

and precision of AR measurement. 

Table 4.1: The required data acquisition time for 1-mm accuracy and 

precison of AR measurement from different beam diameters, irradiation 

locations, PET systems, data acquistion modes, and use of optimization 

method (profile smoothing plus threshold optimization). 
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4.4. Discussion 

This simulation study aims to investigate the feasibility of achieving 1-mm 

accuracy and precision of on-line beam range verification with PET imaging in 

human head. We investigated various factors that may impact the feasibility, 

including proton beam diameter, proton irradiation location, data correction, PET 

configuration, time gap when using in-room PET, as well as a compressive 

sensing algorithm for incomplete PET configurations. We also verified the 

efficient methods developed in Chapter 3. As a general result, it was feasible to 

achieve 1-mm accuracy and precision with several-minute data acquisition and 

low proton dose using both in-beam PET and in-room PET with short time gap, 

as summarized in Table 4.1. Profile smoothing and threshold optimization were 

effective in reducing the required data acquisition time.  

Attenuation correction was found to be not critical in this study. Accurate 

attenuation correction yielded an AR measurement that was similar to that 

obtained in the water approximation, even when the attenuation correction was 

not applied. We consider that it was due to the relative uniform composition of 

the human head. Nevertheless, for proton beams irradiating heterogeneous 

tissues, such as the slab phantom in Chapter 3, attenuation correction became 

crucial, as the error can be as large as 1 mm if no attenuation correction is 

applied. It inferred that for proton therapies in complicated regions, such as 

thorax and spine, a proper attenuation correction was vital for on-line 

measurement; otherwise, a rough attenuation correction, such water 

approximation used in this study, might be sufficient. 
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This study also showed that proton therapy using a large beam diameter 

took less data acquisition time than that using a small one to achieve 1-mm 

accuracy and precision, because a large beam produced more positron-emitting 

isotopes and hence more positron activity with the same maximum dose at Bragg 

achieve on-line measurement with a small proton beam diameter.  

Three PET system configurations were investigated in this study. The box-

shape PET showed its capability to achieve on-line measurement with either in-

beam or in-room mode, from imaging perspective. For the in-room mode, this 

study showed that reducing the time gap between the end of proton irradiation 

and the start of data acquisition was critical to on-line measurement. A long time 

gap (5 min) missed most of positron activity from 15O (2-min half-life time), which 

was the most abundant positron-emitting isotopes in most biological tissues, and 

consequently led to very low count statistics. With 5-min time gap, 1-mm 

accuracy and precision was difficult to achieve if with less than 5-min data 

acquisition. If biological wash-out effect was included, the issue would be more 

severe. Moreover, the in-room PET is even less preferred for practical on-line 

measurement because it would require moving a patient between the proton 

irradiation and imaging set-ups. Thus, the in-room PET might be not suited for 

on-line measurement. In addition, this study also investigated two in-beam PET 

systems (dual-panel PET and quad-panel PET) that can reduce biological wash-

out effect and measure positron activity from 15O more accurately. These two 

systems had the same number of crystal modules but arranged them differently. 
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Figure 4.12 showed that the quad-panel PET with more symmetrical 

configuration had better AR measurement than the dual-panel PET. This result 

should inspire the development of symmetrical system configurations, such as 

hexagon or octagon geometry, while maintaining a gap between neighbor panels 

that is large enough for beam delivery. 

In contrast to published results [98, 99], this study showed that 

measurement substantially. One possible reason could be the low count statistics 

in on-line measurement, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.14.b. The assumption of CS is 

that the image becomes sparse after a transformation (total variation 

transformation in this study), but the low count statistics resulted in high statistical 

fluctuations in the PET image of on-line measurement so that the image was not 

sparse after total variation transformation. Figure 3.14 and 3.15 in Chapter 3 

indicated that a Gaussian convolution can be used to smooth PET images with 

high statistic fluctuation, and the smoothed image became sparse after TV 

transformation. Therefore, this study inferred that in low-count image 

reconstruction a PET image should be smoothed using smooth kernels (not 

limited to Gaussian kernel), in order to take full advantage of compressive 

sensing algorithm. 

4.5. Conclusion 

This simulation study demonstrates the feasibility of achieving 1-mm 

accuracy and precision of on-line BR verification with various proton beam 
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conditions in proton human brain therapy. The proposed in-beam quad-panel 

PET system configuration has shown its capability to achieve on-line BR 

verification, and can lead to the design and development of future in-beam PET 

systems as well as clinical on-line BR verification with PET imaging. 
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Chapter 5

Summary and Future Work

5.1. Summary 

This thesis focuses on the feasibility of on-line proton beam range (BR) 

verification with positron emission tomography (PET) imaging. It consists of three 

projects (Chapter 2-4). Each project investigates a specific aspect of the on-line 

measurement. 

1. On-line measurement verifies the BR with a low-dose proton beam and 

short data acquisition time prior to administration of a fractionated 

treatment. Accurate on-line measurement of the BR may provide 

sufficient information to enable an image-guided adaptive therapy that 

can verify and even revise the treatment plan if necessary. However, 

on-line measurement is hampered by low count statistics that result 

from low proton dose and short PET data acquisition. The low count 
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statistics degrade the quality of PET images and subsequently the 

accuracy and precision of BR verification. This project used Monte 

Carlo simulation to study the relationship between the count statistics 

and the accuracy and precision of BR verification under various proton 

irradiation and PET imaging conditions. A Poisson-noise model was 

also implemented to study the impact of Poisson noise associated with 

the PET image on BR verification. For the first time, our study showed 

a quantitative relationship between the count statistics and the 

accuracy and precision of BR verification. 

2. Several existing algorithms have shown the potential to suppress noise 

in PET images or axial positron activity distributions to improve BR 

verification. This thesis evaluated the effectiveness of existing 

algorithms in the context of on-line measurement. It also developed 

new data processing methods at each step of BR verification for 

improving the accuracy and precision of BR verification without 

increasing proton dose or data acquisition time. In addition, it 

compared the efficiency of existing and new algorithms, and in the 

process identified effective and efficient algorithms, as well as 

important factors for improving BR verification.  

3. 1-mm accuracy is the current research goal of BR verification with PET 

imaging. Using simulation techniques, this thesis investigated the 

feasibility of achieving both 1-mm accuracy and precision of on-line BR 

verification with various proton beam conditions in proton brain 
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therapy. It evaluated the impact of data correction, proposed a new in-

beam PET system, and implemented and verified effective and 

efficient algorithms that were developed or evaluated in the second 

project. In addition, it evaluated the noise performance of compressive 

sensing (CS) algorithm in image reconstruction with low count 

statistics, and suggested a feasible approach to take full advantage of 

CS in the application of on-line measurement.  

The primary contributions of these three projects are as following: 

1. An investigation was performed to evaluate the relationship between 

the count statistics and the accuracy and precision of BR verification 

under various proton irradiation and PET imaging conditions, including 

proton energy, proton beam diameter, proton irradiation location, 

proton dose, phantom size, phantom composition, PET system 

geometry, system resolution, and system sensitivities. Through this 

comprehensive investigation, a quantitative relationship between the 

count statistics and the accuracy and precision of BR verification was 

revealed for the first time to our knowledge, and it was found to be 

valid in all these proton irradiation and PET imaging conditions. In 

addition, a simple Poisson-noise model was implemented to evaluate 

the impact of count statistics on BR verification. It agreed well with the 

Monte Carlo simulation, and furthermore, provided a fast way to 

estimate the accuracy and precision of BR verification with a specific 

image count. 
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2. An extensive assessment was performed to evaluate the effectiveness 

and efficiency of existing algorithms in each step of the data 

processing of BR verification for improving the on-line BR verification. 

This assessment evaluated the impact of attenuation correction on BR 

verification. It then optimized the energy threshold for energy rejection-

based scatter correction. Finally it studied the improvement of BR 

verification using compressive sensing algorithm as well as Gaussian 

smoothing. Meanwhile, smoothed maximum value (SMV) technique 

was proposed to improve BR verification by reducing the impact of 

statistical noise to the maximum value in the axial profile of positron 

activity distribution. In addition, the mathematical derivation revealed 

that the threshold in defining positron activity range and its associated 

slope of activity profile were critical to the accuracy and precision of BR 

verification, and optimizing their ratio (threshold/slope) can improve 

both the accuracy and precision of BR verification. The mathematical 

derivation also provided a theoretical confirmation for the quantitative 

relationship (between count statistics and the accuracy and precision 

of BR verification) revealed in the first project. 

3. Simulation studies were used to demonstrate the feasibility of 

achieving 1-mm accuracy and precision of BR verification in human 

brain using on-line measurement is investigated. A complete 

simulation and data processing framework was established, which 
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input to generate the dose distribution of the proton beam and the 

resultant distributions of positron-emitting isotopes. Reconstruction of 

the PET image and verification of BR proceeded from the model-

generated data. This framework can be extended to heavier ion 

therapy, such as carbon ion therapy. Based on this framework, a 

closed PET system configuration (box-shape PET) was shown to be 

capable of achieving 1-mm accuracy and precision with different 

irradiation conditions, even with in-room data acquisition in challenging 

situations. Moreover, an in-beam quad-panel PET system 

configuration was proposed. Compared with traditional dual-panel 

configuration, this system configuration utilized a more uniform 

detector arrangement and consequently realized a more uniform 

sampling angle, better image quality, and more importantly, better BR 

verification. In addition, this project evaluated the noise performance of 

compressive sensing algorithm as a function of count statistics. 

Overall, this project demonstrated the feasibility of on-line 

measurement with low proton dose and short data acquisition with 

advanced algorithms and PET instrumentations, and could lead to 

future developments and studies of clinical on-line BR verification with 

PET imaging. 

 

The major results of the first project (Chapter 2) are as following: 
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 Without data smoothing, the accuracy and precision of BR verification 

were proportional to the reciprocal of the square root of image count, 

regardless of proton energy, beam diameter, proton dose, proton 

irradiation location, phantom composition, PET system resolution, system 

sensitivity, and system configuration. 

 The Poisson-noise model agreed well with the Monte Carlo (MC) 

simulations, and thus provided a simple and fast method as a replacement 

of the MC simulation to estimate the requirement of count statistics to 

achieve desired accuracy and precision of on-line BR verification. 

 Poisson noise dominated the BR verification under all the simulations of 

various proton irradiation and PET imaging conditions. This study inspired 

the development and implementation of algorithms to improve BR 

verification by reducing noise in PET images. 

 PET scanners with a larger crystal cross-sectional area led to an 

increased verification accuracy. 

 High system sensitivity was critical for on-line BR verification. Higher 

system sensitivity provided higher signal to noise ratio (SNR) and thus 

better BR verification. 

  

The major results of the second project (Chapter 3) are as following: 

 Attenuation correction was found to be critical for BR verification of 

heterogeneous phantoms. Without attenuation correction, a significant bias 

was introduced in positron activity distribution, which led to a large error in 
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BR verification (as much as 1 mm). Moreover, this error 

accumulating more count statistics. 

 The choice of energy threshold for energy rejection-based scatter correction 

depended on the phantom composition and size. 

 Gaussian smoothing can significantly improve both accuracy and precision 

of BR verification, but over-smoothing should be avoided by choosing the 

size of a smoothing kernel comparable to the resolution of a PET system. In 

addition, profile smoothing took much less processing time than image 

smoothing and provided similar improvement of BR verification. 

 Smoothed maximum value (SMV) method can efficiently improve the 

 

 Our mathematical derivation revealed that the ratio of threshold in AR 

definition over the slope of the profile curve of axial positron activity 

distribution was important to the accuracy and precision of BR verification. 

A small value for the ratio led to better BR verification. An optimization of 

the ratio can lead to an improvement of AR measurement as large as 3 mm 

on accuracy and 1 mm on precision at low count statistics. 

 The mathematical derivation theoretically confirmed that the accuracy of BR 

verification were proportional to the Poisson noise. 

 The performance of compressive sensing (CS) algorithm (total variation 

minimization) with low count statistics was not effective, mainly because the 
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high statistical noise violated the sparsity assumption of CS algorithm. By 

using smoothing kernel that promoted the image sparsity, CS algorithm 

generated better BR verification than CS algorithm or smoothing kernel 

alone. 

 

The major results of the third project (Chapter 4) are as following: 

 It was feasible to achieve 1-mm accuracy and precision of on-line BR 

verification with dedicated PET imaging in human brain with a few minutes 

data acquisition and a low proton dose (about 1%-10% of a therapeutic 

dose). 

 Profile smoothing and threshold optimization from the second project can 

substantially improve the accuracy and precision of BR verification. Use of 

these two methods reduced the required time to reach 1-mm accuracy and 

precision from 2 min to 30 sec for a 10-mm beam irradiating from the top of 

a human head, and from more than 5 min to 1min for a 10-mm proton beam 

irradiating from the side of a human head. 

 Compared with a small-diameter proton beam with the same proton energy, 

a large-diameter proton beam generated more positron activity and thus 

required less data acquisition time for reaching the same accuracy and 

precision. 
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 A rough attenuation correction (water approximation) in human head 

generated similar accuracy and precision as an accurate attenuation 

correction. 

 A closed PET system (box-shape PET) operating with in-room mode with a 

short time gap (2 min) was capable to achieve 1-mm accuracy and 

precision, but lost the capability as the time gap increased to 5 min. 

 The quad-panel PET system yielded better image quality and better BR 

verification than the dual-panel PET system with the same number of 

detector modules.  

 The SNR of compressive sensing (CS) algorithm was similar to that of 

maximum likelihood expectation maximization (MLEM) algorithm at low 

count statistics. As the count statistics increased, the SNR of CS became 

increasingly better than that of MLEM. 

5.2. Future work 

This thesis aims to investigate the feasibility of on-line BR verification with 

PET imaging. Three projects have been conducted with each of them focusing 

on a specific aspect of on-line measurement. This thesis provides an important 

basic study to understand some of fundamental questions and feasible solutions 

to achieve on-line BR verification with PET imaging, including the limits and 

methods to overcome the challenges of low count statistics  the holy grail of this 

subject.  
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Future studies will certainly focus on both the experimental and 

methodological investigations. By developing an in-beam brain PET prototype 

with stationary gantry, one can interplay both the measurement and simulation to 

investigate, develop, and evaluate the optimal on-line PET imaging system, data 

processing, and optimization of AR measurement. Future studies may include 

the following subjects:  

Although Poisson noise is in general a good assumption, it is not 

confirmed experimentally. Thus, it is valuable to confirm the relationship of count 

statistics with respect to the accuracy and precision of BR measurement with 

experimental results, which can also be used to validate the analytical model.  

Proton therapy in clinical application usually uses multiple pencil beams 

(e.g. therapy with scanning beam) or a plane of beams (e.g. therapy with passive 

scattering). Such applications are more complicated than a single beam 

scenarios studied in this thesis and are more practically important as well as 

more challenging. In these applications the overlap of positron activities from 

different beams needs to be addressed for on-line imaging and BR verification. 

Potential solutions include applying de-convolution and other techniques.   

t include short half-life positron-emitting isotopes (such as 

10C) because of the lack of sufficient and reliable cross section data. These 

isotopes have a contribution to positron activity and thus increase count statistics 

for on-line BR verification in real situations. Therefore, when these cross section 

data become available in future, it will be advantageous to include them.  
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Practical application of on-line BR verific

interfere the beam delivery, potentially from different angles, and provides high 

sensitivity for accurate BR verification. This thesis explored the design of quad-

panel PET and its performance for BR verification. The initial study indicates that 

it can provide better BR measurement than dual-panel PET, although its 

technical advantages and potentials still remain to be further investigated. As 

mentioned in Chapter 4, other polygon configurations can be further explored to

increase the sensitivity and uniformity of angular sampling.   

In the future, it will be exciting if on-line BR verification could be applied for 

most proton therapy applications with whole-body (WB) PET imaging. It is 

expected that on-line WB PET imaging will face severe technical challenges than 

on-line brain PET imaging, let alone significantly increased cost. These 

challenges include the increased attenuation and scatter events that will further 

reduce the count statistics, and cardiac and respiration motions that will reduce 

the accuracy of BR verification. However, the significance and impact of on-line 

BR measurement with WB PET is so obvious that it would be an impediment to 

achieve the full clinical potential of proton therapy without such image-guided 

adaptive therapy capability. To achieve this goal, it will require advanced design 

and development of a high-performance PET, tailored on-line imaging and 

therapy protocol, and optimized data processing towards to accurate BR 

measurement. This thesis study has started in this research direction, and should 

provide a useful reference to further studies.     
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Appendix 

This appendix describes an approach to calculate the distribution of 

maximum value in an axial positron activity distribution imposed with Poisson 

noise. 

The noise-free axial count distribution is represented by a series of points 

(xi, zi), where xi is the depth in phantom and zi is the corresponding count.  Let 

, the axial count distribution can be normalized to a series of 

points (xi, yi), where . For simplicity, we use the normalized axial 

positron activity distribution from a uniform PMMA phantom irradiated by a pencil 

beam with 5-mm diameter and 179.2-MeV energy, as shown in Fig. A.1. In the 

noise-free situation, the value of maximum is fixed at 1. 

When considering the Poisson noise, the count (zi) becomes a random 

variable, which is denoted as Zi. The standard deviation of each count can be 

expressed as: 

                                                 (A.1)  

The probability density function (PDF) of each count can be approximated by a 

Gaussian distribution. 

                                       (A.2)
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Figure A.1: An axial positron activity distribution from a uniform PMMA 

phantom irradiated by a pencil beam with 5-mm diameter and 179.2-MeV 

energy. 

Similarly, yi also becomes a random variable, which is defined as 

                                               (A.3) 

Yi also follows a Gaussian distribution. Its mean value is , and its 

standard deviation is . Therefore, the PDF of Yi. 

                              (A.4) 

Define the noise as , Eq. (A.4) can be written as: 
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                           (A.5)

Next, we calculate the PDF of the maximum value of all Yi, which is 

denoted as MAX. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of Yi being less than 

y can be expressed as 

                      (A.6)

Therefore, the CDF of MAX can be expressed as 

 

                                                 

(A.7)

where  is the multiplication of the integrals of all the values in the curve and   

is the CDF of normal distribution. 
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Figure A.2: The probability distribution functions of the maximum value in 

the axial positron activity distribution (Fig. A.1) with two noise levels: 20% 

(a) and 1% (b). 

With the CDF of MAX, the next step is to take derivative of CDF to 

generate the PDF of MAX. 
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           (A.8) 

Since  cannot be expressed in terms of elementary functions, numerical 

method was used to solve this equation. Figure A.2 shows the s PDFs 

under two noise levels (n = 20% and 1%). It indicates that the mean of MAX is 

larger than 1, and gets closer to 1 as the noise decreases. From the PDFs, the 

means and standard deviations (STDs) of MAX can be calculated. Figure A.3 

shows the mean and STD as a function of noise level, which indicates a strong 

linear relationship between the noise and the mean and STD of the maximum 

value. 

 

Figure A.3: The means (a) and standard deviations (b) of the maximum 

values are plotted as a function of noise level. 
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